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OVERSICHT HEARINC ON MATHEMATICS
ACHIEVEMENT'

TUESDAY, OCrqIWII 23, 1979

HOUSE OF RKPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY,

Ahl) VOCATIONAL EDUCATION,
CormorrrEE o'N EDUCATION AND LABOR,

Washington, 11 C.
The s bcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m., in room

2175, Rdyburn liou§e Office .Building, Hon, Carl D. Perkins (chair-
man of the subcommittee) piesiding.

Members present: Representatives Perkins, Kildee, Erdahl, and
inson.
Staff present: John F. J.e.tknings, majOrity. counsel; Nancy L.

Kober, majorit'y stafrasiiistant; and Richard P. Eugenio, minority' leg-
islative associate. . .

, Chairman PERKINS. The Subcommittee on Elementary, Second-
ary, and Vocatioual EduCation is conducting an oyersight hearing
today on the recetit findings of the National Assessment of Educa-
tional Progress that he overall mathematics achievement of
American students has declined between 1973 and 1978.

in September, the National Assessment released the 'results of its
1978 survey of math achievement. This revirt included; for the
first time, data on the change in math achievement over a period
of 6the:The -results were not encouraging. The report showed that
the math achievement of 17-year-olds dropped ,by 4 percentage
points, 13-year-glds' achievement dropped by 2 percentage points,--
,and 9-year-olds'. by 1 point.
-\ The repori also indicated that while computational abilities were
Tenerally high, problem-solving ability generally declined during
he 5-year period.

a

These results are not the only indication of a decline in students'
ath performance. SAT scores and other standardived test sCores
ave been falling for over a decade..
I think it is titn4 that Congress _take a closer look at this situa-

t on. These findings and others like it have a great effect- on how
eparetits and the general public perceiye the 4ua1ity ofbur Nation's
schools. I feel it is important for the Fukcommittee to Consider the
meaning of these findings and what can be done about them, lest
tfiey be forgotten' until the next National Assessment survey ccrtnes
out..

I also believe that it is very important that, we debate these
findings/because a knowledge .of advanced mathematics is estntial
to our jontinued supremacy ii science and technology. And, if our
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country is to overcome our current economic problems, we will
have to rely.more and more on innovations in technology_

For all of these reasons, today's hearing is very important. Today
we will be hearing from -representatives of the National As-sem-
ment for Educational Progres and the National Institute of Educa-
t ion 9n .the survey findings and tke reasons behind the decline. We
will also be hearinf; from representatives of mathematics teachers,
curriculum- specialists, and State boards of education. These aiit-
nesses will be testifying on how till levels. of government mrght
respond to these findinm, koeping in inind the primary role of.
State and local governments it) finanCing elementary and second-
ary education.

We have a panel: Dr. Roy H. Forbes, director, National Assess-,meat of Educationtil Progvess; IV. Edward K. Esty, senior research
atisociate, Teaching and Learning' Division, National Inseitute, of
Education; Ms. Kathy Schaub, assistant director ror program (level-
Qpment, AssoCiation for Supervision and urriculum bevelopment;
Pr. 'Shirley A. 11111, president, Natio t Council- of Teachers of
Mat hematics;' and Dr1.Wesley Apker .xecutive directoe, National
Association of Stite Boards of Edt

Come around,Ithe entire pan , as I call tbem and we will first
sthrt mit with Dr: Forbes:

Ident4 yourself for the rec wd, Dr. Forbes. We are delighted to
welconw the panel here. Without objection, all pretiared statements
will he inserted in file repord. Mr. IIinson, 'did you want to make a
remark at this time?

.Mr. HINSON. Mr. Chairman; FAIMve no statement.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Erdahi
Mr. ERDAIlL. No thank .you, r\Chairman. I just wish to also

welcome the panel, and I am lcibking..forwurd to the,ir testkmony .on
what you...have described as a very key and important area.

Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very .much, and go Dr:
Forbes.

STATEMENT OF' DR. ROY II. FORBES, DIRECTOR, NATIONAL
ASSESSMENT OF EDUCATIONAL PROGRESS

Dr. 'FORBES. ,Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I thank the committee
for inviting us to testify today.

The purpose pf the National Assessment is to determine what
young Americans can do tind what they know. It is a unique
cooptwativ relationship which is authorized by Congress, which ts
administer&by the education cominissions of the Staes, and is
pro;ject of the ational Institute of Educaition.

'I he Assessment conducts yearly. annual. assessments in ,1,0 differ-
ent learning areas: Matheniatics, reading, literature, writing; -sci-
ence, social studies, caizenship, art, music,\and career and occupa-
tional development. We conduct the assessment by sampling stu-
dents ages 9, 13, mid 17.years old, out-of-school 17-year-olds, those
that have dropped out of school or have graduated early. When the
budget allowq, we also assess groups of young .adults 26 to 35.

In 'conducting assessments we try to gather answers to the fol-
lowing questions:

What...is the current level o( performance of the 9-, 13-, and 17-
year-olds, otherwise what can they do?

_gt
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Does that level Of performance W.kiw 11 decltle or op jocreaSe
ove a 1 to 5 yea period?

I tow do .you (k) various groups of young Anwric.anse those stu-
dents from eJonomieally disadvantaged areas, or from some Qf the
remarkable ethnic groups; hoW do they perkrm in c'somparison with
the I,Z1t ional averages; and are those groups of students changing
ot he .wise; are any i..(aps in performanoe closing, or are they bycom-
ing vider?
1 list month, as the chairman indicated, we did release a repoct

describiag the results of W assessnwnt which we conducted in
school year 1977-78, 'and we conipared those dat.a with information
that we colltcted in school year 1972-73.

'What did we find? Tliat flit the most,part students have a good
grasp.of the.ba4c matljematic facts, otlwrwise being able to add 4;
and O subtracting t4 from 9, things of* that nature. Over 90
percent of thk. 9-year-olds know these types of questions. When you
throw division at them, it is a slightly difTerent problem.

Most students can compute whole nitinbers, although thOse per-
centages drop ofT when you again give them more complex prob-
lems. ',-

For example, 50 percent of the 9-year-olds, 84 percent of' the 13-
year-olds, .and 92 percent of the IT:year-olds can add a column of
tour tWo,digit numbers. When you ask students though to multiply
or'to divide; those percentages drop off. Most students can work
very 'simple word problems, but when you add additional infprma-

. tam in. ti 'word problem that is not needed in"order to work the
word probfetn, again the students ability to solve those problems
drops rather (1 ramatically.

fhink ohe of the most. astonishifig ones: When presented with
an ele'ctrical bill, the 17-year-olds were asked t.o compute the unit
cost for electricity. Only 14) percent were able-to do thar Just (no
much information on the electric bill.

In one multiplication word problem, w-e.gave the students sCrictly
a computation type of exercise, then we used e-xaétly the same
nunibeil; in a word problem, and there is-a difference of 10 percent-
age points for the 13- and 17-year-olds' ability to be 'able to respond
to the word Qroblem when they know .actually how to do the
computation. So it is in applying the coun)Utation skill where we
get into a lot of' trouble.

Aliotlyr illustration of' diffi'cultY with word problems: If you
show the I:3-year-olds and the 9-year-olds a picture of a rectangle
and ask the diskanyes around, giving the dimepsions, they are able
to do that, but wVn yotCgivo them a word problem where you ask
them to determine the amount sof fencing needed to close a particu-
lar area, where the picture is ?tot drawn kr them but is exactly the
same dimensionskif the earlier exercise: again there is a rather
dramatic drop in their ability to handle that type of problem-.

Tlw assessment result also shows,that teenagers did not under-
stand the concepts of fractions, decimals, and percelits. When you
ask them to est imate.,thuin of adding two fractions, for example,
twelve-thirteenths and seven-eighths, only 24 percent of the 13-
year-olds artil 37 percent of' the Udyear-olds can .correctly estimate
that to be 2; That was a multiple-choice type of item..



Only 36 percent Of the 13-year-olds and 58 peycent of the 17-year-
olds know what percent 30 is of 60. That s as simple a percent
problem as we could conw up with. And 8 percent the age 13 and
27 percent of the age 17 Can calculate what 4 pei mt or 75 'is.

That pcovides a rather quick hriel Overview Of what e found in
the Mat hematicril abilities for the 9-, 13-, and 17-yearok

What happened between the two assessments? The 0 le in 103
and the one in 1978? We found on the' average that 1 -year-olds
performance declined by 4 /percentage points, the 13-year-olds de-

off by 1 percentuge I oint. Again, when. I break out ,,the' different
i.dined bv 2 percentag !Joints, and the 9 year olds pOrformatice was

types of items that we were asking these three ages, the mathemat-
ical knowledge type problems, essentially there were no changes at
all in the three lige groups.

Nihon we asked skills that iyclude computational-type 'skills,
again 9 year performance remained unchanged, but the 13 and 17
pirlQrmance did decline in 'mathematical Understanding:Again, we
were 'pining up a .percentage of the 9's of 2, and a 4 percentage
point of I he 1,3- and 17-year-olds. .

I think the one that concerned me the most, as I was reviewing
the data, were the rather dramatic deHine of the 9-:year-olds' abili-
ty to solve word problems. There was a 6 percentage point decline
for 9-year-olds; the 13-year-olds had a threq percentage point drop;
the 17 year olds we had a 1 percentage point drop. '

When we look at the way in which diffegent group; of'students
were performing in relationship to either decline or increases, we
defined some encouraging iilformation in that _the ,gap that has
existed bet ween performan& of students attendnig economically or.
attending schools that serve economically disadvantaged areds,
that there was a closure of the gap in.performance by 4 petcentffige
points .at both age 9 and age 13; otherwise the ability of the
economically disadvantaged people at those two ages was beginning
to close. that yap in performance between them and the IA/ay in
which the Nation performed..

When I look at these results and I compare.it with-data that we
have collected in reading and writing, science and citienship, and
social studies, where we also have been able to report changes

-,there are three things that stand mt very stronKly to me.
First of all, the changes öccurring in educational Achievement of

t he Nation's /out h are very complex. It is not a simple overat
decline as some critics of. Americaiyeducatiyn have claimed.

For example, with the exceptionliof the\ mathematical problem
solving, 9 year 'olds have either been improvIng' or remaining con-
fitant in their performance in- reading, writing, and mathematics.
In the area o' reading, when we conducted our assessment with 17-.
year-olds, we found for the most bask; type, the simpler type of
reading e.x reise and test items, that the 17-year-o1ds tuidly
showed an improvement, but for overall reading, 13- and 7-year-
1.ilds showed very little change between 1970 and 1975..

But when, we asked-----the 17:year-olds especiallyquestions whieh
I

would peasure their ability to infer from what they have read; we
were finding a decline.. So again, it is a matter of application of ,

basic skills, More than basic skills. .
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The discrepancies between the performance of certain grtzups of
students' in tlw natipnal average still remains a cuitical problem.
The way in which students perform that go to schools that serve
flip economically disadvantaged area mid those 1 hat go to schools
serving more affluent communities, there is still a very large gap,
although kve have inaieated sonw closure in that gap in
niathematics.

.

, We also picked Up some closures in the gap in tlye area of
reading. So it would. appear to me that there is- a positiw eflect
from the combined efforts to improve, the educational benefits of
the economically,,ilisadvantaged. We are doing something, right.

-the major problem which appears to bedevelouing is not
a lack of the most basic skills, such as writing .mechaNics, ipafh-
enkatical knowledge and whole number.complitationreading `for
literal'ampreiwnsion, but rather an inability to apply these skills..
The data indicate that students can handle the nwchanics of writ-
ing, whole number computation and mathematical facts and defini-
tions, and the- literal reading tasks. Declines appear Ui the higher
order skills inferring from what is read, overall quality of writing,
land mathematical problem solvingand this is the level to which'
we must address our concerns. Aiming our efforts at-an appropri-
ate level, for iv/ample, the most basic skills, I believe, will not help.
the problem. I think it miglit even hinder it.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
(Prepared stAtoment of Dr. Roy IL.Forbes follows;)

Pei-TARED STATEMENT 0E Ro Ii. FORRER, DIRECTOR, N ATIONA I. ASSFIENT ,'
MD( It/TION A I. PRO{ IREss

'DIV purpose of the National Assessment of Educational Progress is to determine
what young Americami knOw' an(1 civi do .-at a given point in time.and to measuie
changes (growth or decline) in their 'editcatiokal achieveMent over time. The pro-
grain which rpresents a unillue cooperative venture of the federal government and
th education community, ir a congressionally authorized project of the National
Institute q Educatir and is administered by the Education (7ommission of the
St, es

ational Assessment monitors ten learning areas: reading-literature, Writing,
41 I !aquatics, science. social studies-citizenship, art, music, and career and occupa-
tional development. Representative national samples of 9-; 13-, and 17-year-old stu-
dents, and in sonic areas, out-of-school 17-year-olds (drop-outs anti early graduate's)
and young .adults aged 21; thTough 35, are assessed. Each learning area is assvised
every four to eight years in order to gather data necessary to answer the following
types of gliest ions. e

1. What is the current level of performance by 9-, 13- and Pl-year-okts; for
example. what percent of the nation's 9-, 13-, and 17-year-olds can compute using .whole numbers?

2. Does the data show growth or decline in student performance elrtoii the previous
misessmeutou of the learning area; for 'example, has the performeince of 13- and 17-'
year-olds in the aea ofmat hemat leal problem-solving improved of declined between
1973 and 1978?

3 How do various groups 'of young Americans tend to perform in ralation to the
untional'average for their age group; for exampll, how do students from'extrenie
rurarareas or disadvantaged urban areas perform in relation tb tbe nation?

4. Are the differences in perforniance by varidus groups staying the same or are
they changing over time; for example, have females and blacks improved tbeir
performance relative to ate nation in mathematics?

Last month, National AssessmentsrelNised the data front the second assessment df
matheinalks. The data presented the level of mathematical abilities of 9-, 13-, and
17.yehr-old students during tin; 1977-78 school year; the data also presented the

,changeti in iltudt,lits' mathematical abilities from the first assessment of mathemat-
ics (conducted during the 1972-73 school yearlto the second. How did students do?

1 (1 - 110 - 9
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Assessinectt findings show thatstadents appear to have a good- grasp Of basic
mathemati('s facts and simple definitions. Sonw highlights

Approximately 90 pefrant of the 9-year-olds know the sums of basic addition facts
tog . 3, 8 8); between 70 percent and 90 percent know simple subtraction facts.

Over-90 percon of the. 13- and 17-year-ohis can answer 'basic addition, subtraction,
and Multiplication facts; perceatages irre slightly lower fqr

Sixtylive percent of the 9-year-olds, 80 percent of.t he 13-year-olds, and 88 percenf
of the 17year-olds know t hut a centimeter is 'he. metric unit most appropriate for
measuring t he lengt h oC on el.5 t humb

Fifty-seven percent, 90 ilercent and 94 percent of the 9-, 13- and 17-you-olds
respectively can identify parallel lines.

Most students can compute with whole numbers, although ix..rcentages are lower
for more caniplex.multiplication and division problems.

Fifty percent at age...9, 84 percent at age 13, and 92 percent atage 17 can add a
column of fon'. two-digit numbers; approximately the same percentages at ('ach age
(SO percent, 85 percent, and 92 .percent -resiiectively) can subtract a three-digit
number from another three-digit nuniber using borrowing.

Sixty-six perc nt of the 13-year-olds and 76 percent of the 17-year-olde can multi-
ply 671 by 402; i percent of the Myear-olas and 50 percent of the 7-yearolds can
divide 3,052 by 28.

Most,students at ull three ages can answer very simple word problems. llowever,
many students have difficulty with more complex word problems. On a simple
multiplication word problem that .contains extra Information not needed to solve the
itroblem, 56 percent of the .13-year-olds auswetr correctly; 23 percent multiply all the
numbers presented M the problem. Similarly, only 10 percent of' the 17-year-olds can
figure the unit cost lir electricity when shown an electric bill that includes extrane-
ous informarion. 'More students can do coMputation than can solve. word problems
that use t be same numbeys. On one multiplication word problem included in "the
assetisment, 20 percent of the 9-ear-olds and 77 percent of the 113-year-olds drin solve
the problem correctly_ However, when given the same numbers as a computation
'problem, 34 percent of the 9-year-olds and 84percent of the 13-year-olds .multiply
accurately. ,

The NAKP data also indicate that studen= not be-,"thinking throtith' the
problems. While they may possess the basic Oise needed to solve the problem,
they appear tchitve diffiaulties with .the problem if it is not presented to them in a
manner which calls to mind the needed algorithm or "rule". Fort xample:

About,60 percent of the teenagers know, that the sides of a square equal in length,
and about half of_the 13-year-olds and nearly three-quarters of' the 17-year-olds can
calculate the area of a rectangle given its length anoi Width, Yet only 12 percent of ,
the 13-year-olds and 42 percent of the 17-year-olds can successfully figure the arett of'
a square when the length of' only one side is shown,

Forty percent of the 9-year-olds and 69 percentZif,the 13-year-olds can calculate
the "distance around" a pictur'ed rectangle.wW1 two dimensions given. But only 9
petcent at age 9 and 31 percent at age 13 61n determine how much fencing is,.
needed to go around a rectangular garden with the same dimensions that is not
pictured.

Thirteen-year-olds are asked how many cars, each 'holding a certain number of
passengers, are needed to transport a group Of people. About 20 percent correctly
round their answers up to the next whole number, but nearly 40 percent give the
exact ansWer to the division, forgetting that their angfwer means a fraction of a car.

Assessment results also indicate that teenagers do not understand the concepts of
fractions, decimals, and percents. For example: A

Mien asked to estimate 12/13 f Vs, only 24 percent of.the 13-year-ollis and 37
percent of the 17-year-olds select the correct choice, 2.

In estimating 250 divided by .5, 25 percent and 39 percent of tht,13 and 17-year-
olds resPectively answer 500; the largest percentages of studepts, t1 percent of the
13-year-olds Ind 47 percent of the 17-year-olds, ignore the *infixl point, giving an

ofanswer 50.
Only 35 percent of.the 13-year-olds and 58 percent of the 17-year-olds know *hat

percent HO is of' 66; only 8 percent.at age 13 and 27 percent at age 1,7 can calculate
what lotir percent of 75 is.

About one-third of the 17-year-olds do not realize that- 5 percent means 5 out of
100. Forty-nine percent of' the 13-year-oldil and 58 percent of the 17-year-olds know
that more1than 100 percent of a number is greater than the number itself.

This provides a brief (Ain-view of the turrent level of mathematiCal abilities
possessed by young Americans during the 197/-78 school year. But has the perform-
mice of stetdents improVed or declined' since,the first mathematics assessment corit

4
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ducted during the. 1972 73--;4'1118o1'year'' To answer this question, _National Assess-
II lent IiIIs [MACHIN! It number of" items m both assessments

The. assessment data show that overall mathematics achievement has declined
oyer the five year tittle span On the average, 17-year-olds ni 1978 ix.rfermed 4
percentage points lower than 11-year-olds in 1973, and 13-year-olds performNi 2
percentage points lower than 43-year-olds five years before. The decrease in 9-yeltr-
olds performance was about I percentage point However, valuable insights are
gamed when (Me l'011tilderS the reStlits far the various COHILS.MelltS of Mathematics.

When 0110 C011sideN the area of mathematic knowledge which includes items
stressing recall and recognition of facts and definitions, there is essentially no
change 'In the perfornmnce of '9, 13-, and 17-year-olds between 1973 and 1978.
Within the area of mathmatical knowledge, it is interesting to note that knowledge
of inetric terminology increased stlbStmitially while knowledge of English units
appears to be declining.

When One examines the area ot mathematical skills which involves the ability to
manipulate mathematical symbols oe' use an algorithm (e.g., adding a column -of
numbers, reading information from a table, or solving a given equation), the per-
forMance of 9-year-olds renukinS.unclmngtd between the two MiNesslItellts. At age 13,
there isle 2 percentage !sant decline; at age 17, there is a 5 percentage point Yet
the declines for teenagers appear to be tied with their difficulties in working with
fractions. decunids, and percents.

The area of mathematical understanding involves tree ability to grafi!) the princi
ples underlying various knpwledge or skills; it often requires students to translate
knowledge of skills from tate fern\ to another. Thirteen-year-olds declined 2 percent-
age points and 17-year-olds declined -1 percentage points in this area.

The final area to be`Tonsidered is that of' mathematibl application qr problem-
solving Problem-solveing requires the ability to-determine which facts, algorithms,
or understandings are relevant as well as the ability to-apply the needed 'fewest-4.s.
It perImps represents the ultimate goal of mathematics education. In thirarea, 9-
year-ohls decline by ti percentage points, 13-year-olds by 3 percentage points, and 17-
year-olds by 4 percentage. points during the five years between assessments.

The data presented above describe the performauce of the nation at each age
level Ilow did some of the different reporting group%) do? --

At each age level, males and feniales showed virtually identical. declines in
performance between? 1973 and 1978_,Thus, difference4 between males' and females'
achievement remained constant ver. the Tive-year period. At ages 9 and 13,there
a re no differences between overall average performance by males and femak.s.
age 17, nyles have about a 4 percentage, point advantage. Over fetnales in overall
mathematics achievement.

Black students at ages 9 and 13 performed closer to OW national level in the 1978
assessment than they did in 1973. While black 9-year-olds were, on the average,. 15
percentage points below t he national level of' performance in 1973, current results
show them to be 10 percentage. pointelow the nation. Blacks at age 13, vaiose
performance averaged 21 percontagelkiints below the national level in 1973, in 1978
narrowed tl* gap to 18 percentage points below the nation. In each aseMssment,
blacks at age 17 performed, On' the-average, about 17 percentage( points below the
national level.

At ages 9 and 13, the differences between perforniance of students living in
economically depressed urban areas and the nation also becalm. smaller between
the two mathematics assessments. Nine-year-olds living in such communities per-
formed 13 percentage points below the nation in 1973, hut only 9 points below it in
1978 Pekornumee of' 13-year-olds living in such areas averaged 18 percentage. poihts
below the nation in 1973 and 14 peKcentage points below it in 1978. Perfurmance of'
17-year-edds living in econoically depressed urban areas averaged about 12 per-
centage.points Wow themational level in each assemst

When the results of the mathematicet assessments a considered.with the previ-
emsly reported ehanges occurring in Ow areas of' reading, wtiting, science, and social
studiescitizenship, the following observations can be made: e

1. The changes occurring in the educatidtml achievement of' the nat ion R youth are
complex. It is not a simple, overall decline as some critics of' American education have
claimed For example, in the area of science, the declines appear to have tapered off
at ages 9 and 13. Indeed, when one looks at science in terms of' biological and
physical sciences, one finds that 9- and 13-yearolds made gains in the biological
area which are offset by decline's in the physical sciences. While the performance of
17year-olds has continued tel decline in science, the declines between 1977 and 1973"
are smaller than those found between 196Tand 1973. With the exception of' mAth-
ematical problem-solving, 9-year-olds are either improving or remaining constant in
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their perbirmance in writing, reading, and mathematics In the area of rending, 17-
yearohls have shown improvement 1,vben dealing wLth the most basic of reading
tasks When considering all aspects of reading, the performance of 13. and I7,year
olds showed little or no difference between 1970 and 1975-r however, downward.
trends were found for both. teenals.,,e groups when looking at inferential comprehen.
sion and releren", skills All three age groups allowed deciines m perfollnalwe- In
the areas of social studies and citizenship.

2..The discrepaticv,between the performance of certain groups of studentft and the
national average still remains a critical problem However, the assessment data
does provide some eiwouragement here At age. 17, students from -dis(1dvantaged
urban 11 eras ht)Wed ii ppO X Inuit ely 11 5 pCITI'llt age 11.01 Ilt 111C1T11141' and those whose
parents ha(1 10) high school education showed 11 .1 Iroreentitge point incwase in the
most basic- ot.reading skills At age 9, students from disadvantaged urban areas
showed an mcrease Over twice that found for all 9-yearolds. When one whits the
mathematics results to tins, it would appear that there is a positive effect ll'em the
combined .efforts to improve educational benefits for the economically disadvan-
taged

3 The major problem which appears to be developing is not a lack of the most
basn'Aills,. such as writing mechanic:4, mathematical kawledge hnd whole number
conilWition',. reading hir literal 1141011, bill. rather an inability to apply
those skills The data .indicate that students can handle the metiumies of wining,
Wholv number.coinputation and matInanatical facts antl'ikfinitions, and the literal
reading tasks Declines appear in the higher order cognitive skills- -inferring from
what read, overall quality of writing...mid mathematical problem-solving -and
this is the level to which we nmst ad(1ress Our concerns.

Chairman PERKINS. All right, our next witness isDr. Esty. .

Let ale say this'hearing is so interesting that 1 would likg to be
'able to hear.every witnesS, every word, but..we ha ys.? a caucus over
on the I louse floor at 10- o'Oock,- the, ritliveratic.0aucus, so Mr.
Erdahl will be in eharge,

Miscussion off the record.).

STATMENT OF DR. EDWARD 'I'. ESTY,,SENIOlt 10,5EAIICIt 4SSO-
CIATE, TEACHING AND LEARNINC VROURAM, NATION-At I.N1L
STMITE OF EDUCATION
Dr. EsTy. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. .

My name is Edward Esty, and I am a senior dssociate with. the
teaching and learning program of the National Institute of' Educa-
tion (NIE), where I am leader of' the mathematics studies team.

As. you knovArNIE is the principal Fed.eral. agevicy concerned
with supporting research and development in education, and in the
1978 education amendments lodged responsibility for sUpporting
the National Assessment of Educational Progre, in NIE.

I am accompanied by JeffryScbiller, who i Assistant Director
for the NIE program on testing, assessment, and ev utitte-n

1 wquld first like to summarize briefly a few of4he highli ts of
the latest NAEP mathematics,resikits: One, mot children ca do
limple whole number computations aecuratel two, there
weaknesses in more diffcult computations, with fictioné, decimals,
.and percents; three, children have more difficult in applying, com-
putational skills than they do with the skills the selves; and four,
there are weaknesses 'in higher level skiLls.

As you know, the first mathematic assessment waS done in 1973.
Mr. Chairman, you have sUmmarized the slight overall drop in the
mathematics score that we have seen in those 5 years.

As Dr. Frob'es mentioned, it is encourtging that we are closing
some, of the gaps.. The scores of.blacks; espepially of black 9-year-
olds, have improved. In 1973, black 9-yeat-olds scored 15 percent'

3
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;elow the- nati n(inal aveikt e, While in 1978 they were 10 perceni'-'

below,. Black l3-year-olds went to 13 percent from 18 percent below.
Black,17-year-olds were 17_percent beloW in both assessments.

There have btmatinnrovefnetits in areas for all poPulations. For
example, dramatic gInns -Are. shown in knowiege of the merit

-F.:fsystem measurement.
While it is Certaknly proper to be concerned about the t Oightovrill drom in.performance, 1 ani more concerntd abnut The .tre-

thendons &parities among graups. Ifor example, )4/hile blacks have
-made improvements cher the past 5 'S,ears, still- they perform sig-Jnific.rfntly beloW, the national average at all age levels.

Another \way of separating the -popukition into groups is byNAEP's type of communityadvantaged urban, extreme rural, and
disadvantage() urban. At. all three age levels, childreir from advan-
taged urban areas score .better than those from either of the other
tWo groups. But while tho relative performance of the eitreme
rural group improves with age, the relative- performance of the
disadvantaged urban-group actually declines with age.

'Another area in which differences in blacks and whites appear is
in taking courses. NAEP gathered- data on what wurses the 17-
year-olds had taken in high school. Seventy-five .percent of the-

. white students had taken algebra 1, While only 55.percent of the4
bl'ack students had. Similar differences .are apparent!in geometry
and algebra II. -*

think that the most startling indication \of the differences
amqng groups.is that white I3-year-olds scored better than black
andnispanic 17-year-olds. The same differences occur among types
-of cominunities-13-year-olds from advantaged urban areas scOred
better than.1/-year-olds from disadvantaged urban areak

It is very difficult to pinpoint, the causes behind the overall drops
in performance in mathematics over the past 5 years. As Dr.
Forbes' indicated, there might be all kinds of social factors that
ñigh be contributingpossibly TV viewing time to increases in
the numbers of single-parent families. As ,far as mathematics itself
is concerned, the biggest change has been Ole .backvto-basics niove-inent in concert with the increased use of minimal conipetency
tests.

In particular, we see the following trends: -There is now much
more emphasis on computational algorithms, that is,,rote. proce-Ilures for finding 'answers to computational exercises, and on othei:
Mechanical procedures. For example, different kinds of percentage

tr,

problems. . I.
Word problems are nay streamlined to lower reading cl4niands.Texts are organizej so that word' problems at ends .of chapters usewhatever skill w just taught in the' body of the chapter, sostvdents do not ave to think' through the proOlem to see what

mugt be done. These trends are encouraged not only by the back-tb-
basics movement, but also by the content of some minimal compe-
tency tests.

Furthermore, higher level skills, like estimation, are not suffi-
ciently stressed. Often students are not allowed to go on to higher-
level problems until earlier skills. are masteted. This limits expo-
sure td, a wide range of mathematical situations that they might
otherwise encounter.
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I want to mention a related*Isslle, even though it may have little
to do Yvith the declines.' There hat.i been no concentrated effort -to
improve the qality. of mathematics teaching during the lasr5
years. Inleed, many elementary teachers have taken tin mathemat-
ics beyond what they had in high school.

In general, it appears that whatis being taught Is. what is being
learned. We see this' in the satisfactory performance on the lower
;level- skills, the great improvenwnt in knowledge of. the metric
system, and. unfortunately, in the dill) in performance on the
higher lefel probl6m solving skills.

My Own .personal irieNv is that the back-to-basicii moyement has
carried with -it 'Some attendant costs. People's attention haii been
directed toward the lowest level skills, often in connection .with
paper aad pencil computation. This is not what we need today. We
need expanded notiOns of basic skills, much as the National Coun-
cil of Supervisors of Mathematics has proposed in their position
paper on basic mathematical skills.

I didn't realize that Shirley Hill was going to be here today. She
is ihe president Of the National Council of Teachers pi' Mathemat-
ics But 1 want to quote from womething that she said -Yery recently'
abOut the asnssment results:

The inescapable conclusion to be derived from'the results of the second national
amessment of mathenuitics is that there is a critical nevi for attention to higher
order cognitive skills. Reasoning, analyzing, estimating. selecting appropriate infor-
mation. and inferring, these are basic skills that are essential to the effective
appl icrition of mat hymn t ics

I have attached copies a the statements from the National Coun-
1 of Supervisors 'of Mathematics and the president of' the National
,ouncil 'of' Teachers of Mathematics to my statement, and hope

that they wilt be included in the hchring record.
IThe information referred to Mir follows:1

4.7.
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PRICPARKO STAAPONT liv SNIRLKY A HILL. PRESIDKNT, NATIONAL COUNCIL dlt
IKACIIKRN or MATHre0A-rica,

'
NATIONAL ASSICSAAKNT or ElaIl'ATWNAL PROURK88

,The results Of ifle SerOISI national assessment of mathewatics reinforce the*Warn-
jugs that professional organizations concerned with mathematics education have
been stressiag in recent years. An excessive narrowing of the mathenintictiwurricu-
la -kin the name of "Ilacli to the Basics" to the mechonistic learning of compute.
timml skills is detrimental to the development of.problem solving.

While studepts displayed a fairly high level of skill in whole number computation
in the misessment, the4- abilities to apply these skills to the solution of realistic
problmns WIIFO significsintly lower It is obvious that there is little benefit to be
gained by voncentrating extraordinary efforts on ..computing skills hnd
competencies if our graduates cannot effectively apply minethatics in the real
world.The assessment results present convincing evidence that we cannot simply
assuine that if students perform well on tests of lower-order ills, then they can
consequently in* those skills in solving real-life problems. And surely, the latter is
our primary objective.

Throlighout the NAEP reports, there is evidence that students proceed mechani.
(AV and thoughtlessly through problems, seekMg a bin-Mier routine or a rigid rule
to apply In ninny instances, a careless reading of what al called for is apparent; in
others, one finds a common failure to note that some answer's are not realistic or
even reasonable. Students often appear -to lack a basic sense of quantitative. rein,
tionships While a reliance on 'drill and rote memorization of rules will produce n
goist showing on tests of short-term retention, this relkance also creates a nand set
that is antithetical to insight into the essence of a pmblem.

The-inescapable conclusion to be derived from the results of the second national
assessment of matheniatics is that there is a critical need for attention to higher-
order cognitive skills. Reasoning, analyzing, estimating, selecting appropriate infor-
mation and inferring, these nre basic skills that. nre essential to the effective
applicaton of mathematics.

The NAEP mathematics report should be invaluable to teachers, mathematics
edncators, curriculum developers,,and school policy- makers in identifying areas
where Increased efforts are needed. Forentbst among these areas are decimalk
fractions and percents. All are increasingly important to the development of knOwl-
edgeable consume'rs. AS the calculator becorilos ail indispensable tool, the under-
standing and IMP of decimals assumes a more prominent place in probleli solving.
Furthermore, tly disappointing assessment results on algebraic items suggest the
need to reexathine instructional methods, content and the placement of algebra
courses in the curricnIum for some students.

Responsible readers of the NAEP reports will recognize that simplistic judgments
about the overall mathematics success or failure of students, schools, teachers or
society cannot be made from such assessments. Nor WaS the assessment program
designed to elicit much judgments. It" is the identification of strengths and weakness-
es that will provide guidance to mathematics4teachingnot condenmation or praise.

But'the challenge of the assessment results goes beyond the education communi-
ty. During, nitwit of this decade public demand and pressureand often, resulting
legislationhave placed predominant attqntion on minimal skills. Tests have been
developed to measure tlw "accountability" of the education cemmunity to this
mandate. Consequently, mathematics textbooks and tests consisting of computation
and routine word problems have flooded the market.

Many schools and teachers have responded to public pressure by focusing mainly
upon the materials to be tested ot on areas most easily and quickly affected by
concentrated classroom effort. Less classroom time has been devotea to the process-
es of problem solving than to routine processes, Indeed, the pathetic new definition
of tiNe "3-It's" is "rote; routine responses."

Public opinion should influence educational choice. But the clear message of the
,NAEP mathematics reporte is a challenge to the public at large. The public must
reexamine its present priorities and weigh the results of a mechanistic rote-skill
curriculum against the neednow and in the futureor problem solvers with the
flexibility to apply their knowlediie in tmexpected as well its, routine ways.

Dr. EsTY. What is NIE doing? The National Institute of Educa-
tion has two major overall goals, namely the enhancement of edu-
cational equity and the improvement of practice. We pursue, these

9



-.twogoals in mathematics through both research and development lie-
t iv it i4s.

Let me give some exii ifl ples.of the kiortsLof things that -we are
doing. For example,- one group of research.`wants is -for projects
that examine how members of Narious minority groups fare with
mathematics, both at the school level and also in adulthood.

,NIP: II ISO supports the IJAiited States participation in the Second
International Study on Mat hematic*._The National Science Foun-'
dation is involved in this, too. Fortunately, two of the kivels in-
volved in the innrnatkmal study aro the same Os the NAEP popu-
lations: 1:i- and -17-year-olds. For tlw first time, we hope to be abje
to get longitudinal data on teaching technique.s that are most effec-
tive in,promoting matheMat les learning at those critical ages.

Another project that isdirectly related to tl.w NAEP findings is
the Comprehensive SchoorMathematics Program at the CEMI1EL
laboratory in St. 'Louis. CSMP is a program for child.ren of. all
ability levels in kindergarten through tlw sixth grado; It puts most
of its emphasis on the kinds of thinking and analytic skills that I

have just mentioned.
The program is being extensively field tested with considerable

success. Chikiren who are in tlw program perform on standardized
computationNtests just as well as those who are not in the program,
but they do significantly better on tests of higher level skills. Most
encouraging is the fact .t.hat. children from inner-city sections of
Philadelphia and Detroit my doing very well with it.

Tlw last major project that I want to mention is one that is just
beginning., NIP, is collaborating with the National Sciace Founda-
tion in a program that is designed to discover tlw niEst effective
uses of the new microprocessor teclihology in mathematics educa-
tion. Clearly many of the rote skills that we have'been emphasiz-
/mg so much recently will be of limired value in the future, when
calculators and computers will be even more in evidence than- they
are now. It is our belief that the new NSF-NIE joint effort has
great promise for improving mathematics education for all of our
children.

Thank you.
- Mr. ERDAIII, (now .presidngl. Thank you- very much, Dr. Esty.

The next person on our list here is Ms. Kathy Schaub.

STATEMENT OF' KATHY SCHAUB, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR FOR
PROI:RAM DEVEIAWMENT, ASSOCIATION' FOR SUPERVIt4ION
AND CURRICULUM DEVEIMPMEN `

^ Ms. SetiAtm. Thank you, Mr. Chairmm
Mr. Chairman,- members of the subcomnu e, thank you for this

opportunity to speak on behalf' of the Allsociation' for Supervision
and Curriculum Development. I -am Kathy Schaub and I am assist-
ant dii,:eetor for pr6gram.development and .research. We are a
professional association of' more'than 35,000 educators, mostly su-
pervisors and administrators in elementary and secondary school
systems throughout the country, and as such we are deeply con-
cerned with this unwelcome news from the National Assessment
report on mathematics.

The finding that the mathematical problem solving ability of'
American secondary schooi students has dropped over the past 5



years is no less than dismaying. In a time of increasing technical
sophjsticati6n it l morO importamt than vet.' that the students in
odr cure are not Only ple to ope with eviloyday -denumds ,of
ordinary computation, but. arc also prepared for the-challengvs to
come in their future schoolicg and' occupatioas.

We cannot he sure what all-the causes of t his decline fluky be, but
the NAEP findings are consistent with a number of otheK studies

It is important to note, we bt lieve, that the high sc li students
which draw si ma nilr, if not idetical, coaclysions.

'who were tested in this assessmOit received their elementary
'school t 1t I lii II III tnathematics during the late sixtjes and late
seveaties', a .time of substantial curriculma refoht. in American
schools_ Projects supported by the National Science Foundation iind
other agencies brought together university scholars and classroom
teachers to prepare.nesv programs that were tested, refined, and
instituted on a wide scale.

hi general*;reat emphasis was placed on what we term "inquiry
teaching- aimed at developing student ability to think abstractly
and solve problems morecreatively rather than strictly by rote
computat ion. -

To determine the effects of this reform niovement, the National
Science Fouadata sponsored ii erieS of studies. The finding's,
published last year, indicated that most of the' programs- were .no
longer being widely used. Observers v0-ting classrooms .feported
little effort to indivithialize study and little teaching inquiry. Much
instruction was aimed at getting students simply to remember the
contents of. textbooks. Many teachers told observers that they no
longer believedif indeed theyever hadthat precious class time
should be used trying to get students to investigate probleqes and
think aeatively about. finding solutions. It was iniportant, they
argued, tor students to learn the basic skills.

Anyone who does read the NSFreports could have predicted that
students would probably not do 'well on tests requintrir higher
levels of thinking. American schools, sensitive as they .are, to public
opinion; have responded to calls for back .to the basics by emphasiz-
ing mechanistic skills more than creativity and understanding.

Many of the members of our association oppose this trend and
continue to press for a broader definition of the aims of' education.
Certainly we are committed to the importance' of' basic skills and
we know from. recent research that direct ihstruction is effective
for some pureoses. But we also believe in balanced education--
education that includes both computational skills and use of' those
skills in meaninglal'ways. . .

Most people .would probably agree that students should under-
stand mathematics sot hey can use it intelligently. Yet the move-
ment known as the new math, which sought to make mathemat-
ics more understandable, failed to reach many classrooms and has
largely disappeared (tom the rest.. Some aspects of the new math
may have been ill advised, but the current retreat to drill on
computation is surely not the solution.

One of the 'man reasons for failure of the new math and teach-
ing for inquiry was that teachers and adminiStrators did not re-
ceive adequate training to use the trew kirograms. The same may be
said for other current Federal efforts in education.' One new eta-
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phasis after another is armounced. in Washington, but with no
solution for" the Imisic problem, where will up:idlers- and principals
find t.he time to learn new approaches, or the resources to imple,
went them?

Another national study provides sonic clues as to what should be\'
done. A survey- by the ['land Corp. showed that many special pro-
jects oporated- with Federal funds'did not bring lasting dhanges in
tke school districts where they were attewpteld. Rand investigators
recommended a different strategy for Feltferal efforts to improve
education. Rather than sponsorimja host'of categorical- programs,
each with its own assumptiothi and regulations, the Federal-Gov-
ernnient should strive to build the capacity of local school districts
to manage' the process of comprehensive change. In short, more
Federal funds would be directed toward providing training for
teachers and administrators.

The Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development
supports these recommendations. Categorical funding of innumer-
able special emphases has contributed to fragmentation and demor
alization of American education'. The best way to improve educa-
tion is to improve the capabilities of individual educators "and,the
schools in which theY work. /

Existing services designed to help local school diStricts should be-
confirmed and made more accessible. For example, the National
Diffusion Network's collection of education "programs that work"
incluas a number of nationally validated mathematics programs
that have already demonstrated success in teaciling problem solv-
ing skills. Before teachers can use such programs effectively, they
need thorough training.

But first, they have to be'aware that such programs exist. Dis-
semination networks have been established to prol>ide information"-
to educators on many specialized topics; but they .are not well
organized or coordinated. One of the first priorities of the new
bepartment of Education should be to con'solidate these informa-
tion services.

A common concern of the cOnsuRants who reviewed the National
Assessment findings was that mathematics textbooks do not pro-
vide enough practice in problem solving. We would encourage the
'National Institute of EduCation to analyze the most widely used'''.
texts 'to find out if' that is true. In aoing so, let us keep in mind
that the development of text material is not a one-way street.

Publishers print what will sell, and what schools are buying
these days are the basics. In other wOrds, the qttality of materials
is partly dependent on the attitudes and professional,skills,of those
who will'Ose the'm.

'rings us again to consideration of' what the Federal. Gov-
can do to strengthen American education. I believe the

itful strategies are those which make information readily
available, whia improve the capability of local school districts to
manage the change process, and which provide for ceritinuing pro-
fessithial training for teachers and other educatOrs. Thank you.

Mr. ERDA111.. Thank you very much, Ms. Schaub, for presenting
Dr. Ebersole's testimony to us this Morning. Next, we will hear at
this time from Dr. Shirley. Hill.

9 .)
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STATEMENT OF DR. SHIRLEY HILL, PRESIDENT. NATIONAL -

COUNCIL OF TEACHERS OF MATHEMATICS
Dr. Ihu.. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

. I would like to thank the slibcommittee for the oppounity to'
appear here on behalf of my organization; the National Council of
Teachers of Mathematics.

I would like to say that *e in that organization in mathematical
education, Professionally, did -welcome the NAEP publication of
resultg, ribt because we were pleasecl with those results, but be-
cause. wertl)iiik it is extreniely important that periodically we have
benchmarks of this kind, that tell us where wp ve, what our
strengths anitt weaknesses are.

I was rath'er disappointed, in fact, with the media coverage of
those *sults, because of the preoccupation,with decline only, and I
think the major Message of those results was not in evidence in
most of the media coverage.

Thvse are thc kinds ,of things that. we in our profession have_
been trying to warn against, frankly, for sometime.

Looking at change, whether it is decline or increase,.. has to be
analyzed very carefully I think. First of all, the items that measure
change in this test constitutea only a small part of the total, and it
is easy for averages to be misunderstood unduly by atypical results.

But more importantly, secondly, using increases in teat scores as,
a sole Criterion for a success fails to take into account the fAct that
the needs of society change over time.

To us, the important message of the results ol the NAEP assess-
ment were the clear indication of a pattern of strengths and weak-
nesses and a clear reflection of where emphasis is currently ,placed
in the instructional progfam. As" you heard, the results were gener-
ally good in the computational skill area which for many people is
the "third R", but the results involving the application of those
skills .to problems, whether routine or nonroutine, were dismal.

Evidence of higher order of ability, such as reasoning, inferring
or in simple estimation skills was notable for its absence. Surely it
iti clear that expertise in skills such as computation is of no value
unless the student -can apply those skills and the knowledge
learned to the solution of real problems.

I will say the reinilts of the second assessment came as no partic-
ular surprise to those of us in the professional organization, in
mathematics education. As early as 1974 and 1975 there was an
NSF fun d study by a National Advisory Committee on Math-
ematics Edcation that at that time noted several years of a very
narrow emp asis in the schools on computation, symbol manipula-
tion and mechanistic learning. That report warned of the danger of
informing problem-solving ability and the ability to apply pkills.

It also warned that excessive attention to minimal competency
could result in those minimumg becoming ceilings of performance,
and I think there is considerable evidence today that that is indeed
what has happened.

This limited &us that has been described by several 'people in
, testimony has been building over the entire decade. Dr. Fisty men-

tioned the National Council of Supervisors of Mathematiç position
paper on basic skills. That is an affiliate of my organi n. And
in 1977, under contrket with the NIE it published i position

2 3
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*paper, which has been adopted by tlw National Council of Teachers
of Mathematics.

It urged a broadening of tlw definition of basic mathematical
skills to such .things as problem solving, applying mathematics,
estimation, computer literacy,.and several otlwrs.

I do believe that such suggestions wWh came prior to the publi-
cation of the NAEP resultS have Wien largely on deaf ears. The
reasons are undoubtedly complex bqt one of them, I believe, is the
"present inordinate influence on the curriculum of tests of minimal
competency.-

I hasten to add that 'wither I nor my pinfessional organization
oppose tests, but we 'cogsider thAlbilly one component of' evalua-
tion, and. even the best of them are restricted in what. they can
measure or predict.

Article after article in our media today demonstrates that the
sole public criteriOn for school success has become- rising test
sceres, and I do not think this has been accompanied by a carefid
examination of whether we Jire testing those things 'that we think
should be taught.

A goal Of high test scores only makes sense if the tests measure
the abilities that we are confident will be needed in the future, and
I wonder .how many,who are pressing for higher test scores know
the contents of those tests.

The NAM). data is terribly important to us because it dOes go
-beyond the kind of things that might be taught in the simplified
version of mineral tests and present textbooks, and I say thank
goodness and the Gollernment for that assessment of NA'EP.

I believe that we come to a situation vVbere what is happening in
the schools is that the thing that is most easily taught and most
easily tested is dictating the major objectives, and this is turning
the educational world on its head, because ideally, we should select
our goals, then try to achieve them, then "try to measure them, and
then try to test our success. But I believe the means to the end
have become the end in themselves.

It would be bad enough if' we would 'simply conclude that this
devotion of excessive instructional time to mechanistic skills is just
not leaving enough time for those experiences,that develop ability

'4> to apply those skills, but I think more devastating is the likelihood
that the very methods we used that have the greatest payoff in
short term,testing, that is, repeated drill, extensive drill-on routine
techniques, mechanistic learning of' formulas: are in fact counter-
productive. They are' counterproductive to developing flexibility
and adaptability, and these are the things that characterize a good
problem solver. -

One of those is being familiar with the idealof mindset'that an
overly routinized drill engenders.

believe that it is true that the NAEP results can be seen as a
reflection of a response of the schools to perceived public mandate.
Certainly many peopleand this includes many of the, public's
representativesinterpret public opinion as calling for a return to
the old 3 R's, and that translates into math, to computation, and a
few routine word Koblems. Evidently the schools are doing well in
this' limited domain, but it is not enough, and I tpink that message
is the one that needs to go to the public.
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1 have been asked lb respond to what our organizationtis doing
about this situation, I am' pleased to be able to do so, because wed
have been putting considerable effort for many years into encour4
aging a broad cdmprehensive curriculuni, and,1 can provide lots of
eyidence for that in programs of. our meetings and conferences,
rt%plete with ideas for teailhers on 'problem solving applications.

Many. of our publications Juilve had sl)ecial issues on .problem
'solving, minimal competency, the testing isstfe, calculating brgani-
zat ion. Our 1978 yearbook was on the proper place of comlmtational
skill. Our 1979 yearbook was on applications and our 1980 yearbook
will be On problem solving.

Let me 'mention two ways in which the NAEP data are part,icu-.
larly important to us: We ha'ye been funded by _NSF to provide a
series of interpretive reports of the data to disseminate the infor-
mation widely, to audiences not Only of teachers, teacher educators
and researchers, but to the general public as well.

Moreover, in my view, is the use that we are making of the
NAEP data, along with a good deal of other data, in the develop-
ment of an extensive set of recommendations for the mathematics
program of the 1980's. We are putting considerable resources into
this effort and this is probably a unique effoit historically in that
we have never bad such an extensitie data base on which to base
professional recommendations.

There have been a series -of status studies in recent years on
what is happening fn the classrooms. We have a good deal of
assessment data, particularly the NAEP data. Thus, these recom-
nwndations can be based on reality.

But in addition, the National Council of Teachers of Mathemat-
ics has a project funded by NSF on surveying many sectors of
society on what they believe should be happening in mathematio
education, and our policy recommendations will iv, built on that
very extensive data base and released in April 1980.

This position is ptedicated on a couple of ideals one of which is
that everyone would have input into what happens in education,
but that position is predicated on an assumption of a well informed
public, and we believe our obligation is to help form public opinion
about these recofnmendations.

I will say to you this is not-easily done and I feel strongly that
one of the important roles of Government is to help in facilitation
of that process, to be able to get such responsible recommendations
t.o the public where'responsible decisions can be made.

1 was asked also to respOnd to what Government might dti. I
would like to summarize very briefly some of the things I listed. At
the Federal level 1 hope that we will have help in what could be
perhaps an important. national conference involving representa-
tives of all major sectors of society to study critically and imple-
ment 'recommendations such as those I have described we will be
publishing in the eighties. Certainly we have the funding structure
in place to fund serious research efforts to an analysis of problem
solving abilities and to'a determination of the ways these abilities
are best learned and taught.

1 agree that ;ie should have considerable effort in funding within
service institutes for teachers and new imaginative teacher educa-

n



tion$programs. to prepare teachers competency to develop problem
sol ving ies..

At.Statj and local levels I think if would be appropriate at. this
point to have taa forces made uy of parents,leachers and officials,
to examine the efThcts of mandated testing on the mathe-matics
program. 1 think there should be a mathematics.' siAlkialist in every
State department of edurat ion and eVery school district': '

I think districts should be .encournged to support. professional
leave days for teachers to attend professional meetings and semi-
mirs.,They are the least expensive and most valuable form of in-
Nervice educat ion.

think local.districts 'should .develop'teacher support. systems to
work with those persons now teaching mathematics without coin-
piety qualifications, and should mention that there is -a current
shortage of mathematics teachers 'that IS growing steadily worse
and that many people re teaching mathematics in the secondary
schools without the requisite preparation. I think society and its
yepresentatives should find ways to attract candidates into math-
ematics teaching and retain title current supply.

In addition to an increase in people entering mathematics teach-
ing, there is a drain on the mathenmtically competent into higher'
paving fields.

I think we,need to develop good home school cooperative
programs in .using flAdeveloping technological schools to teach
mathematical problem solving. z

In my organization, we-4.% prepared to throw our resources and
energies into such a masOrie cooperative effbrt and we believe we
need the help and the faciRlating effect of Government agencies to
achieve a balanced sensible mathematics program. If each teacher
in thittountry were to agree with the position I have taken, that
alone would not be sufficient to change school mathematics.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
!Prepared statement of Dr. Shirley Hill follows]

PREPARED STATEMENT or DR. SHIRLEY 1111,1 PRMIDENT, NATIONAL COUNR:11. OF 3

jEACIIERS or MATIIEMATIC8

hi general, the media coverage of the results of the second mathematics assess-
ment of the National:Assessinent of Educational Progress (NAEP) missed-the most
important intwage of the reported results. hr their preOccupation with decline,
piany reporters failed to emyhasize the most interesting, usel'ul ond solid datathe
evidence of areas of strengths and weaknesses at the present time.'

Evidence or change, whether of decline dr increase, must be analyc.ed carefully if
it is to be of any valtul other than to create dramatic headlines. In the case of the
secon(l NAEP assessment, this is particulnrly true for two reasons. First, the items
that measure chow over time (repeated items from the previous assessment)
constituted a very stool! proportion of the total Rents Mod thus the results were
subject to Akewed averages caused by a large change in performance' in just one or
two items. Second, using increakes in test scores as the sole criteribn for SUCCORS fails
to take into account the fact that needs change over time. Some skills become
obsolete and emphasis in the curriculum must change as. the needs of society and
individuals change.

Tests and textbooks rarely anticipate such change. But in an enterprise like
education we must be concerned not with present essentials or basics but with those
abilities needed a decade or two hence.

What, then, is the message that is important. to IIR in mathematics education and
to the public and .its representatives? It isAlie very clear, reflection of where
emphasis is being placed in the instructional program. The results were generally
goixi 4.1) the computational skill area (the third R tO iriany who speak of "Back-to-
flasid"). But the results in itt.ins involving the application of skills to problems,
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routine or nonroutine, were dismal Evidence of higher erder abilities such us
reasoning, analyzing, inferring. or even of simple einmnitain skill, was notable Mi-
lts absence

One, need not be an exi,ert in mathematics tun. does one need a crystal ball to see
that this situation in unacceptable for preparation of our future citizens. Expertise
M skills as computation is of no value unless the student can apply the skills and
knowledge learned to the solution of probleta

The results of the NAEP Hemel assessment 111 mathematics. came as no particular
surprise to those of us in profeasimml organizations in mathematics education. 'the
narrowing of the mathematics curriculum was noted and warned against by a
National Advisory 'Committee on Mathematical Education in a National Scieuce
Foundation Mnded study in '1975. In its report, "Overview 1111(1 Analysis of School'
Mathematics," the committee referred to several previous years of narrow emphasis
OIX comptitation, symbol manipulation and rote learning and advised of the dangers
of ignoring application and probletn solving as important objectives. Thus it can
documented that a limited skills-oriented curriculum has been in existance through-
out much of the decade.

. .The reixwt also warned that the limited stress on minimal competencies might
well result in the minimums becoming ceilings of performance. Evidence is accumu-
toting that pressure for high test score4 ni indeed having that very result

In 1977, the Natiomil Council of Stniervisors a Mathematics, aided by a contract
with' the National Institute of Muention, published a position paper urging a
broadened definition. of what is basic in mathematics. At the top of the list are the
basic abilities of Problem Solving and Applying Mathematics to Everyday Situa-
tions. This position was adopted by the parent organization, the National Council of
Teachers of Mathematics as its official position on Basic Mathematical Skills..

But such suggestioo from professional-groups have too often fallen on deaf ears.
The reasons are doubtless complex but one of them, I believe, is the present
inordiate influence on the curriculum of tests. Neitlwr I nor the prolessiomil organi-
zation I represent oppose tests. But we consider thein 118 Only one component of
evabltition and even the best are restricted in what they can measure or predict.

Trip present problem goes beyo-nd the tests' technical limitations and their appro-
priate use. Today, test results are being considered synonomous with school and
titudept success or failure. Article after article demonstrates that the kile public
criterion for school "success" has becenw rising test scores. This has not beenft. accompanied by a careful examination of whether we ikre testing what we think
should be taught. The goal of high test scores only makes sense if the tests-measure
the abilities that we are confident will be needed. [low niany people pressing for
higher Scores even know what is being tested?

What can be Mgt easily testeil and taught is.dictating the objectives of many
seriools. This is an educational world turned on 'its head. Put simply, the ideal is
that we would select our goals, then try to achieve them, then try to melumre and
test our success. Now, the means to the end have become the ends in themselves...

It is no wonder thut numy school's and too many teachers have settled down to a
single-minded dedication to one goalhigh scores on tests of minimal skills. There
has been during the past few-years an intense contentration on those skills most
easily and quickly affected by such a focus. Short-term retention is (he goal, not
long-term retention.and ability to apply. +!:

Sine can predict that we will see considerable reporting of increases on minimal
competency test scores in the-next few years (already numerous newspaper stories
attest to this trend), but at the saw time a test of the NAEP type will likely
continue to reflect poor problem solving performance. Such data will not be incon-

T\. sistent. We will need to look only at what the particular tests cover and emphasize
to see what is happening. .

. .

. It Auld he tmd enough if we could conclude that devoting excessive instructional
timefb minimal computatioRal skill is simply not. leaving enough time -for the
experiences that develop ability to apply mathematical skills. More devastating is
the likehhood that the very methods,that have the' greatest payoff in short-terM

'retention of skills. (i.e. repeated., extensive drill on routine' techniques and rote
learning of formulas) are counterproductive to development of. the flexibility and
adaptability that character-7.e a good problem solver. We are all familiar with the
"mind-set that overly ro nizei drill engenders. It blinds one to alternatives Or
imaginative pathways.

It may be that the NA milts should be 8Qen as a' response to a perceived
- public mandate. Certainty py people, including many of the public s representa-

tives, interpret public opinion aa calling for a return to the old three Rs as the

9 /
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basICH hl mathemanCH, thin translates to computation and II feW routim( word
problems' Evidently the.schools are doing best in this limited domain

It isn't enough and that is what the NAEP message is all nbojot That message
needs to go not ony to ethic:1ton( but to the public It will not be useful to seek-
ticatiegoats In filet. the application of blame must be made With Stich 11 hr011d brush
that It is Use 1112414 More prothietIVN WIll he tweryone recogiwing where wet a ro, what
we have to do, and cooperating ill doing it .

The National Council of Teachers of Mathernattl:s has for some time been devot-
ing considerable resources and effort:Cm combating what we Hee 1115 lin excessive
narrowing of the School matinonaticti program. Since long before the NAEP -results
were-published we have been urgine attention to problem solving, 115 eVidellCed ill
our ninny confereme programs and publications Our 1979 Yearbook was On Appli-
cations in Scho(d Mathematics and our 1980 Yearbook will Is' on Probh(in Solving.
Our 1978 Yearbook presented 11 balanced view On t he development of mid the place
of computational skills in the curriculum. We 11101100111 the5, (10 1111Ve a place.

Two Other r((cent publications stress 11 11 lication5 Of 111110100111tiCH 'to real life
probleIlls 011r journals have had numerous arcieles for teachers On development of
skills and the application of skills to realistic probloms 81WCIII I issues have foeused
011J:rot:tem solving, a more comprehensive Curriculum, and minimal competencies

We maintain a public relations program that attempts to bring Our viewixiint to
the attention of not only our membership but to the public.

Our specific use of the NAE1' dath falls into two categories_ We received it
NH61011111 SCience Foundatoin gnint to prepare interpretive reports of the data. The
purpose is to disseminate the infOrmat ion Widely. Within 'anti Outside our own
membership Audiences will include chi:Rol:4mi teachers, teacher educators, re-
searchers, administrators, and the general public Types of manuscripts will Mehl&
general s(1mmnries and overviews, analyses of particular subgroups' performance
le g. iv/mien or blacks), stiecific 110teH ettlphaNizing impli '11t101/5 1.(0 teaching, special
IISSOSSIllellt. topics (e.g. attitudes or hand-hel(1 ea leula ors), research impers, and
papers bringing assessimnt information to bear oll speci ic issues. These reports are
in proeess now. .

But in nddition, the results are One component of MI eXte1181Ve data base used in
the development of a set of recommendations for the mathematics program of the
1 98011. It is probably unique t hat a major set of .policy recommendations from a
professional group has been generated from such a comprehensive data background.

We have more information today On what is happening in the schools than eVOr
before: NAEP aild other test results, the NSF-funded status studies of what Foca On
in elawooms, etc. Thus our recommendations will recognize reality. But also, the
opinions of .all Sectors of societ.y should be considered in deterininnig what we ought
to be doing. Toward this end, the National Council of Teachers of Miltheitaties, with
NSF funding, has conducted a series of surveys amontVducators and the loy public

i of preferences and priorities for mathematics instructidn. . .

With these (111111 J01 background, recommendationp will be made to schools, teach-
.t ers and administrators, 'reprtsentatives o,f government, parents and the pultOic. The;

will be released in -April 1980. .

This effort is predicated on the position that everone should have iflptit into
4.eisionS about .the goals of education. But' such a portition is also predicated upon
The assutoption of a well-informed public. We believe that'll ini\jor obligation of
professional organizations is informing public opinion in the area of our professional
expertise. This is 'hot eiisily done. Om- efforts are Ho often frustrated by our inability
to present information and Opinion t hrough (he communications mediathe only
cOnduit to public ()pillion. -

If this viewpoint is to be more than an ideal, the role of government is vitAl.
Government should facilitate this-process. It seems to nu( that there are loony areas
within existing structure in which governmental agencies can help.

At the Federal level:
1. -Encourage sufficient breadth in the .interpretation of the legislative definition

of basic skills to permit essential abilities in probrem solving and general quantita-
tive literacy to be included. .

2. Fund a serious nsearch ffort into: In) Analysis of problem solving abilities; (i)
determination 'of waYs these abilities are best learned and taught, .

.

1. Fund a development effort to provide.- neW materials for teaching problem
Solving in Mathematics; application of4inothematical skills and computer literacy. .

4. Pund inserviee instituteR for teacbers in teaching problem Soil:n*41nd applica-,
t itMs. . .

.5. Fund new and imaginative teacher education programs to prepare mathematics
teachers competent to develop prollem solving mid application abilities.
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6. Sponsor a mrkior national conferenci, .involving representatives of all nukjor
sectors of society to study, disseminate and implement.reconimendationr such as
those of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics for mathematics pro-
grams of the 1980s.

7. Include mathematics specialists (the counterpart of the reading specialists) in
the -Basic Skills programs at the--Office of Education.

At State and local levels:
1. Form Task Forces made up of parents, tepchere and officials to examine the

effects of 'mandated testing on the mathematics lirogram.
2. InClude- a nmthematics spex!inlist in every state departmeni of education and

every school diatrict.
3. Encourage districts to support professional leave days so that teachers can

attend prolettaional meetings and seminars. (They are the least expensive and'most
valuable form of inservice education.)

4. Develop teacher-support systems- using professional organizntions and district
resource personnel to work with those persons teaching mathematics without com-
plete qualificationa. (The current shortage of mathematics teacherS will grow worse
and many people are teaching mathematics ip secondary schools without requisite
mathematical. preparation.)

5. Find ways to attract candidates into mathematics teaching and to retain the
current aupply. (In addition to a dec.rease in people entering mathematics teacher
preparation programs, there bi a drain on mathenmtically competent personnel into
higher paying fields.)

7. Maintain a minimal level of quantitative literacy for all students but also give
attention tu the mathematically talented.

8. Study the adequacy of high school mathematics requirements. (In the latest
Gallup poll, 97 percent of thotio surveyed considered mathematics essential,to all. Is
one year of mathematics in grades 9-12 sufficient as a requirement?)

9. Develop computer literacy programs for all secondary sChool students.
10. pevelop hi:Tie-school cooperative programs in using technological tools to

teach-mathematical problem solving.
The membership in those professional organizations wham) single goal is the

improvement of learning in a subject area represents a very small proportion of the
teachers of this country. Thus our activities Witch directly only a small percentAge
of teachers of mathemjitics..

Even if eVery teacher of mathematics were to subscribe wholeheartedly to the
positions the National Council- of "Teachers of Mathematics is taking, this alone
would not be sufficient to change school mathematics. The factors, both.school and
non-school, that determine curriculum' are too many and too complex for our group
alone to control. We believe We should be leaders in this endeavor but we need the
help and cooperation of everyone.

VVe are prepared to throw our resources and our energies into a massive coopera-
tive effort with phrents, teachers, administrators and goverqment agencies to',,
iithieve a balanced, sensible mathematics program that has the 13readth and depth`
to comprehend future as well as *present needs. Government at all levels should
facilitate am) underwrite this effort.

APPENDICKH

AMCNInX A.Position Paper on Basic Skills National Q;uncil of Supervisors of
MathematiCs (an affihate of the National dimwit of Teachers of Mathematics,
NCTM).

AreKNI-MI B.Description of NCTM leadership role.
Aerimmx7.--Position on the Basics.

.
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LIIMPAANY O TNII 'NATIONAL COUNCk Of suPutvlsons O MATNIALATICS
I POSITION PAPUA ON OMSK MATUINATICAL MOUS I

Nethedaltia. athaarelsora ars comthreed that as a remelt al U. weatat-ta-tha-hestaa"
oovemnt, today in they ahouts there 16 too amok implassts on computation end not
enough etre.' on other Laporte.% sidatessWal skills. To reepand to this trend,
tha National Council of Supervisor. of Hethematios (MC14) set up a twelve-mthLer
task fora to writ* positiom pther on Naito awithesatical skills. The poition
was first written in July, 1976, end later relent th basis of lima fro
superTisore througl.out the country.

Th. poeiticii paper urge. that w thee forward, not thok to the basics. The
thine of yeaterdey are nut the ones that todey' studemts will thd when they
are adults. They will fea world of ohmage in which they must be ablo to solv
many differtht kind. of, prublee.. The MCSM position paper lits ten important
skill areas that students will need.

9 laLlpip Students should be able to tolv problem. in situations
w 161i-it-a-new to them.

Amazing 11thistAta pres7dgy SI W..!..s.); Students should be able to
us ththemetlo to deal. with sitVistione they fec daily in an ever-
ohenging world. ..

Alrtr2.2 12 firiftligliale 91 Renate Students should learn to cheok
lath the r answers to problems er "in th bell perk.

PetiltSti.Op ea i titticiante should leern to estimate quantity,
length, dim ano, w t, etc.

Cothri9Lti Student. should be ablo to use the fonr
822srliVaparatinhelat numbers and &mina/ and they should b

able to do amputatione with oleo a fractions and peroants.
should know basic ropertith f stool. geometrio figures.

ts Students should b able meanw in both th metric end
ou.tunarl syetees.

table?, Chyt 10 arsolast Students should ba able to neat and make elapl
w...tebras, Aorta and grephs.

Wm& hetheigtlo _tilot.1 Students ohnuld.know how wathenatics i tl-is
to rind, the-likelihood Of futur areen6.

ccnet sr t 1 Students should know thout the many uses of owsputers
In auciaty and they shoold bs war* of that computers nen do and whet
they oennot do.

role of computation is put into Its proper pleth. Long oomputations will usually
ba, don with yeloulator, but computation I. still ithortant. Mental arithmetic Is
a valuable skill. Coeputational *kills by theneeives are of littl. us, but when
mad with other Kill areas they giv the learner bade nethematioel ability. Sotwol
'Totems which try to sat the sailat requirament for all tudents shouldpeuere of
requirement's which either er too difficult or which stress only low-level /skills.

Rather then using only siogle method 'pooh es drill and prentio for isernieg basic
mathematical skills, loony different methods ehonld b used. Hende-on experiences
with physical objects can prOvide biota' for leanting besio nethewstiosi skills.
Stthalardieed teats ar usually not suitable for measuring individual student progress.
Instead, the teats usod should be made especially to aeasur ths meththatioal skills
being taught.

The RCM position paper sets forth' basis fbr Identifying whioh beslo methinatioal
skill* sr. important en for deterninIng If students have learned these skill..
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Why do you belong to N(T M7
the nswers to thet question might
be vatted -and Complex. perhaps
sometimes deceptively simple An
organieation like NCTM Wildly
states its purposes in terms of broad
professional objectives. such es the
improvement of mathematics in;
struetion. But considerheee the pur-
poses of tuch orgentretions In terms
of whet they should do lot then
members I should like to make the
case that the selfentereits of teach-
ers and the general betterment of
educational proc fey from
being conlpitilive. are inextricably
linked end mutually temforcing

. In my view. the ways NCTM
should serve you as teachers fall
mit) two broad categories (I ails
ustne renehez us a prolesitonal des-
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pact at prolessionels through p
t'i'ne'cifre PORNO. a cOMOSSisis. in
orgamlumnik this can be aceved
by making our imsitioni nown
where It counts end by Insisting that
we be accorded our legitimate voice
as the experts in mathratics edu
cation

This rettonele for membership in
a profellionel organization is et-
pectally compelling today Unlike
th situation in the 1960s, the major
pressous on the mathematics pro-
sum now appear to he coming
from outside the mathemetice edu-
cation profession. 1 he strotig mo-
mentum Sr such issues ei back to
basics and minimal competency
testing is lareely worsted by pub
he opinion (witness recent Gallup
Nits) and legislative action

A !4ATTIIII1 00 IMPACT

SHIRII.1 Ilia
Nr.TM Prosideitt

icnatton in the way our organita
hone! name does. )ou may read to-
steed "supervisor." "tesearcher,"
"administrator." or whatever arf
plies ) 1 he first ilategory is the one
we ilinst often talk about. services
that help us directly in the teaching.
learning process These include our
journals and other publications,
meetings, lad other information
services 1 her ere vital to our pur-
poses. and we must cominoe to put

substantial proportion of oigani-
zational energy and resources into
nunstioning qoality in these ser-
vices t hey should remain constant-
Is responsive its changing needs,
alert to creatise alternatives

the second category of purpose
relates to the leadership role
NC TM should %Me as a collective
soice for mathematics teachers in
all forums and 441 all levels of dect
sion making that impinge on mathe-
matics education Who can fall to
oEserse. today. that decisions af-

Jecting us in the most vital wass die
influenced strongly by the Appel.
so els expressed concerns of well
(stemmed groom')

Is this political action" Yes, but
in the bett end broadest sense of the
word -pollacol, telata to policy
LtlOcattonal policy ir Oul business,
and we should pley our legitimate
role in the determination of that
policy We eon ties, tht most on.
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Within our professions we have
seen some highly responsible and
thoughtful statements defining whet
is basic in mathemetics Althoogh
these position statements have been
widely disseminated, often quoted.
end effective within educational
circles, I do not think they hive
bean as influential as they deserve
to be Outs* professional educa-
tion

At a recent high-level HEW con-
finer's-. I found it frustrating to dis-
cover that the vest majority of
paiticipents considered the issue of
the definition of basic skills already
settled. To them it nicest reading,
writing.' and arithmetic. The pre-
vatting attitude seemed to be. "We
know what is hasic so let's get on
with testing these skills "

Our communication wfthin pro-
fessional 'tucks helps os hone our
ideas Vie may even kehieve consen-
sus Dm more and more I find my-
self. attune. "Is anybody out there
listening'. I believe we should und
can do a better doh of informing
public opinion and inlloencing pol-
icy And I believe that professionel
organizations such as oors shoidd
mime these goals aggressively.

Currently. NCTIX1 Is working
on a number of fronts. A grass-
roots governmental relations net-
work is becoming operational. We
lire sought out inereatintly by fond-
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ing agen7cies fur autholitative advice
end resourintS airected toward par-
ticular problem We re examining
our several ft .... el coalitions with
other gringo with the objective of

ilnpacll" and nonillions
overlap in public and government
relatious Especially effective is the
formation of temporaty. infolmid
alliances with other professional
organstattont with wilt& we timid
ounsmon cause on spetific issues

Picticularly promising for post- .

tive implicit. in my view, is the
somoi effort of NCTM over the
nest several years to develop and
dissenssiute a set of risco llllll etide
lions for the mathematics curricu-
lum of the l9tiOs. Dos project is
unique in that it attempts to actual-
ize in educational philosophy that
is unity prat:need. the ideal to otir.
society is that all citizens have a
voice- to determining the goals of
education Dut once this is assumed.
it is also clear that the professional

the expert has a special rola its
the process.

lhe lecommendetions will pro-
ceed from. hut not be oily deter-
mined by, a date base o public
opinton end an assessment of I:Cl-
ient lulus Several National Sci-
ence Foondation (NSE) studies
provide informatitsn about what is.
The NSF-funded NCTM Priorities
in School Mathematics (PRISM)
project will provide information
on society's View of what ought so
hr. PRISM is sorveytng various
segments of society, both public
and professional, on speeific issues.
Dot an opinion survey itself Iliminnes
generate recommendations. Item
the professional role is crociel The
recommendations will reptelent the
othorttative knowledge and experi-
ence of professionals. but they will
take into account reality and re-
sponsibility --what exists, as well as a
recognition of the validity of the in-
formed citizen's opinion.

To be successful we need commo-
nication, coordination, and coop-
eration --an eincrgingeonsensos. We,
the members of the Board of Direc-
tors, need to heir from you. Tell us
your view of the vital ISSOek your
priorities We need to know that
when we speak out, we represent or
reflect your opinion.

I have soother regiletn. If yoo
agree on the values of NCTM ntem-
bership to you, convince a col-
league_ The greater our member-
ship, the grader oor potential for
impact. You will do yourself and
your colleague a great favor. It is
in organizations like NCTM that
the professional's eelf-interest and
M411114111 coincide.



D t limo the past )II41 I have spoken
t a numbar of our regional meetings

about the braves in mathematics Ap
patently the stews that wre stressed
hay* %truth chord of concern. nd I
!hoot bran asked repeatedly Iipsullimai
use t hen elks in this NIlififf'

Th4 phenomenon thal I shall tee to
simply es the basics moveinent is whit
DI> the Joust onfluentoil Issue In Waco,
lIOn todas One of Its iiignificani sweats
is the it is largely a public to polotscel
movement with peeAaure from Outside
the profession this means the out golf
as prolessionall is vital in guiding And
infotining public opinion in order to
e choes. a responsible consensus on what
is Illtteshl basis 11tI essential III eth.
lien

a we accept the nomemeni as a solid
e nd 41111111111f 'SUNK ,,,,, soucot (eveii
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W elm maw skew
.111.1

Esen (he dalinlimn of the Consumer
iole apples do No confine' to buying
and selling end computing IntetOtt

anyone en woad where wel
commend) bombarded with persuesive
statistics seriously deny that th ability
to deal tottelltgeeitly with odentuatise
informitson kis abeolutely baser to good.,
sonsumerism' And 1 mean more than
the Abdo to teed tables and Imply)
mean the ability Sti intermit Information
and to be aloft to fhtsolleeposlattons.
ability to draw valid inferences !tom
dare,

I im prompted to ask, In th woids of
an uld song. "Is that all thee is'" Suit-

"life skills" go wall beyond th toots
end ftegments Anti unrelated competen.
tes that ate standeld fare in much of
testing l ale skills should ;outside lor
m1,1,11.100 lift as well as brunt

I he Basics In.Mothernatics.

Mare Than the Third R
Stoat BY liii

pie I'm prd,,,

though it is ollen smiplivta And mom
formed). then It can piesent ao oppot.
!units and II hlleng. to do something
we should essays toe &ins "Amusing
the goals end obyectoes of education
and trying to achieve sottietal comensus
on tbe nature of these goals and the
%Jihad sdole in thou achieseinent

1 is danger is that if the piofessional
.soit a goes unheeded. the nail...
oral ipod, painfully liostalgit version of
what is haws: will meted I his is the
back to.hasic% vision of the ante Rt
e nd I hickory stick. which is the sim-
plistic Ogle of the nieclot's matesi as
well as a political hobbyhorse for nosily
legislators I do not belies a a well in
formed public would went lush a limited
progrmii, hut the key. obviously is the
qualifier. well informed

There are two thmensions along
which much ol today 's dialogue about
basics at sell s% about the reviled
minimal len", testing progrmiss.
is set rack hooted and dangerously
inetleatuate

ne of these is the pinched and nar
toss clew of what life is aa the
only criteria for defining the batic
shills seen to be based on a view of the
human hems solely as a worker Ot cOn-
sumsr Ilse emphasis is narrowly
IiiM al ..Ith a linihied notion of what
makes people tiuly modustive in society

one and therefore should surely include
abilities to reason, to make responehle
judgments. to pledict. 10 solve abstract
piohlems, and to engage in and apple-

,ciale human expression, such as the atts
Thai sentences from a recent edi-

torial by Norman Cousins (Saturday
Reverie_ 16 September 197111 stein par
ticolaily apt "t &cation hes failed to
Wee* about educ ition One of the
biggest needs of the schoOl is not to
reach people to do INNIS hut to help
them understand rive they at, d g

Nothing Is easier than to creme a suctely
of people in mutton. nothing is totire
difficult then to keep them from going
now here

The second dimension of limited
icwpoint is shoitslithledness Education

is inevitably a Immo-oriented enterprise.
We should be taller 1, not about what is
needed basically in loday's society. but
about ohm will be essential decade or
two hence. Society Is nO1 static, and the
basic% ate not Memel. This, of course.
is the difficult pail to look ahead. to
plediti Reticule skills wIll become
obsolete The entit) most needed untll
be that of the flexible, adaptable prob.
lent solver

It seems to me that we face some very
difficult cUrriCalhlf choices In the near
future All hes of "minimal competen-
cies" in mathematics Include "oppropeto

ate compuiatitinal sells Su would
none Nut ate we confionting ihe sp
fit lash ol defining "appropiletc ' It
seems to me we should be loorang it
some 0 the coinputationel skills hum a
"cue les-one standpoint that is,
COmpaiing the doss realkuletl lo :hiev
mastery ol thesis skills to the went or
their act uAl use in lilt outside school

A college piesidem raid menet> or
his enteting forshroan aes. "When vou
leave here_ peupile will by mush otoo
interested tn what you can leen than on
what yOu know Prihps the onost uiii
poitant skill the schu,til trim nArtsit is
the shiltto to go on leening lor a lac-
una 1 hal Atilt y is hash

I heist IS a fallacy bilul IhO basics in
[lichenous the is positoulails (semi
sinus mod oulesprcoil Ii ii that onc
Inuit mister basic silinplitInuial lesh

niques before one Lan gO tin itt
other mathematoct Widely accepted in
education outside iiruiihctii tnt etloc
tionsthis myth scents 10 the her,' WA is
good and challenging inathemailtuf
mohlent wising cnn paiceral withoot
awaiting complete shill -mastery "'Orr
dangel in the "prerequisite" fallacy is
to be seen in the piscfice of keeping

-Molests solely in ieniediel owl% On
shills until minimal-competency tots
ale passel 1 his has the potential of
widening the gap between the atin.111-

illge4 nil the disadvantaged rather
than closing it. since It may limit many
students to teaming skills the ale most
suhject rut obsolescence while others so
on to learning those prohlem.solsing
and reasoning skill% likely to stand them
in good steed in an unrettain future.

A nightmeish vision of that future
strock me recently &bile I was re-acting
about the startling developments
floe intelligent-et 'computer pogroms
are oinking closer nnd close; to hong
tridatinguishahle from human thought
Prediclubly, programs will ultimately
teach a stage of "reasoning." It %crock
me as supremely now that at the vety
'Into we ate on the threshold of "leach-
ins machines to reason" we nre spend-
in; an intodinate amount Of Out educa.
Ronal 'energies teaching our children
mclanistic skills
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Mr. ERDMIL. Thank you very much, Dr. Hill. ,

The next person on our panel is Dr. .Wesley Apker, if I pro-.
nounced the name correctly. Please proceed and you-may repd your
statement or if you feel more comfortable doin'g so, summarize as
you see t'it.

ATATEMENT OF DR. WESLEt APKER, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STATE liOARDS OF EDUCATR)N
Dr. ,Aexim. Thank you.
'l'here is no denying that achievement scores in math have de-

clined. Our response to that decline, however, must be based upon
a careful analysis of (he specific areas of' decline, the age levels of
decline, and findings of recent, researchers.

We should all be greatly encouraged that as a group, fourth
grade disadvantaged. children did not show declines. That tells me
that the infusions of State and Federal compensatory education
dollars iti the 6arly grades-are having an impact. We need to make
certain that more compensatory education dollars flow to the sec-
ondary school 'level, particularly tho junior high school level.

That overall computational achievement was generally high and
that problem solving achievement generally declined is not surpris-
ing to me. Learning to compute is both more easily learned and
more easily taught. Problem solving requires higher level reason-
ing ability, the understanding of ritten concepts and the manipu-
lation of symbols and number in a logical sequence. Problem .,
iiolving is both more difficult to learn and tb teach. ,.

In the past several years a series of research findings, _when
taked together, begin to give us the clues to potential solution. I
begin with the assumption that the foundations fbr reading, writ-
ing, computation and basic reasoning must be in place by grade 3,
certainly no later than grade 4. Dr. Gene Glasser has found that as
class size approaches 15, absolute learning gains become consistent
and significant. Dr. David perliner has found that students of
teachers who: Maximize time spent on teaching tasks; minimize
lost teaching time, called transition time; design learning tasks
which thsure high rates of initial learning success; design tests
which measure what has been taught; diagnose student skill defi-
ciencies. and design pr provide appropriate and immediate remedi-
ating learning opportunities; and who routinely provide feedback to
their students consistently and significantly learn more than do
students w o do not have, these kinds-of teac ers.

-researlh important to us is an emerging body of knowl

This appe Ars to be true regardless of race, incom41, geographic
areas, or if dvantage.

The ft
,

edge c mg out'bf brain research. Dr. Robert Oren s work on left
-ertd ight hemisphere learning and Dr. Herman Epstein's and Dr.
Conrad Toepfer's research on brain maturation seem to be provid-
ing some evidence that the way children learn best and when they
learn best may have a great deal to do with the developmental
stages of brain maturation.. Now, I happen to believe that these
sets of research huve potential significance as we plan our Kesponse
to declining achievement scores.

That is, we should do everything we can to reduce K-3 class size
to ai close to 15 as possible, we should encourage much more

OL \
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research in matching the teaching of cert alit kinds of skills to
brain maturation and developnwntal cycles, and we should conduct
broad scak. in-service education with teachers and principals re-
garding the application of the Berlirwr_findinv. .,

The implenwntation and practice of the (II:twiner and Berliner
research, plus an increased fmus on problem solving in the early
grades have the potential for greatly increasing the fbundational
learning in reading, writing, computing and basic reasoning. Suc-
cess in the early grades will mean successihroughout school.

With the infusion of title I dollars at the secondary school level,
coupled with_a_remediation effort built upon Berliner's findings,
there is reason to be hopeful about successfril outcomes. It .would
also be wise to relate much more of the secOndary school curricu-
lum to wal life application. tlw more young adolescents^can see
the wlationship of what they are learning to adult living, the more
personal meaning that 4:arning takes on. The more personal mean-
ing II learned concept has, the much greater the likelihood that the
concept will be remembered and utilized.

I believe our response to declining achievement scorett should be
as follows: Reduce K -:1 class size to as close to 15 as possible; broad
application by teachers of the Berliner findings in all grades; great-
er infusion of title I .dollars in the secondary school level; revision
of the secondary school curriculum so it systematically relates lo
Ault living; more systematic effort to teach basic reasoning, logic
and problem solving skills utilizing the cognitive skills approach;
more systenuttic use of in-sdrvice training In implementing the
recornmendations apove:. redesign of teacher training programs to
teach and model Berliner findings, increase subject specialization
and lengthen:the period supervised teaching internSlup from one
semester to several years; and increased research in- matching the
teachinki of certain skills 10 brain maturation and development.

The liederal Government can help by providing adequate levels
of title I funding, by continuing their support of funded educational
research, and by (encouraging more effective models of dissemina-
tion and in-service training.

NASBE has believed for a long time that one of the reasans
policymakers do not often utilize research and practice information
prior to making policy decisions is because research is seldom made
available in ways that have meaning to them.

Similarly, research findings rarely get quickly translated into
usable and practical in-service training programs. NASBE is pre-
pared to work with. NAEP in t anslating their .findings into .policy
relevant packages for busy poli makers. NASBE is also ready to
assist in developing far more re event in-service training models
which would seek to assist teachers in applyincresearch findings.

Finally, NASBE is more than willing to assiit State boards in
implementing the recommendations we have made todag.

Mr. ERDA111.. Thank you very much, Dr. Apker.
I want to thank the entire panel for, 1 think, some very percep-

tive obServations of things that are proper for us as Members of
the Congress and certainly of this subcommittee to hear.

Mr. Perkins has Some questions that will be asked by his assist-
ant, Jack -Jennings. But befbre that, I have a couple or three as
well.

ap
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\Another reason this is of special importance to nu+ are the Aver-
age ages you have picked. I haNen to have a 17-year-old and Ia 13-
yearold and a little girl 9 not so long ago. These are inteiv tmg
Observations from a personal way as well.

Several of you have touched on what might be the reason fo the
decline in mathematical perception. Do some of you who dicin't
comment care to give your theories or ideas why have we seen this
decline? We have had some hinting that maybe young people and
adults watch too mutli television. Maybe that epitomizes smile of
the impact of the values in society. It is not so new, 1 guees. TIw
Romans had cikusm.

People like to be itertained and I have oflon wondered fror
observing our ovki I ron if sometimes we get into this frame an
then maybe the ion shouldn't be a scapegoat. But I think it
is one of the II ivolveq, that we are so used to being enter-
tained that wl go to school, teachers need to compete with
Johnny Carson to entertain the kids.

I have talked to clergymen. They are trying to do the same
thing.

Does anybody care to elaborate on that concept. and what really
might be the cause of this decline we see in these technical math-
ematical skills?'

Dr. Hill, I will start with you.
,

Dr. Ilim. To me, one of the most balanct reports on that very
questibn presented a jew years ago was that report presented by
the Blue Ribbon Panel on the "Decline of the Scholastic Aptitude
Test :.-.;<:ores," and the reason I thoughl. it was so balanced and
excellent is that it pointed out so clearly that the factors.involved
in decline were obviously very many and very complex and one of
the things t.hey mentioned was television among many others,
some in school and some out of school.

I Would like to react particularly ,to the television thing because I
think it does speak directly to our concern for problem solving. I
think the problem with television is not only that it gets students
accustoined to being entertained, but related to that ,is it puts the
wakher in a very passive medium, that is, you don't react to a
television set, you can't talk back to it, you can't get an answer
,back to it, and my view of problem solving is the oppoftite. It is a
very interactive thing.

One proceeds not to read about them in books but rather to look
at a situation, try to conceptualize it and say whht do I need to
know here, what information must I have, what do I know and
where do I go to get the information I don't hvve.

Television certainly does not do that sort of thing, and I think
maybe. looking ahead optimistically, take a newer technology that*
may permif-that kind of interactive learning of problem solving in
a simulated way is the computer, microcomputer. This will permit
the kind of thing where indeed you do have to look for the informa-
tion you need and that is what the problem solving is all about.

I agree also with the article I read by Neil Postman that says I
think something you said, the school should not be trying to. com-
pete wit.h Johnny Carson, they should be trying to do precisely the
opposite in the school setting, and I agtee with that.

Mr. ERDAM, Anybody else?'

36-
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Dr. FORBES. Several years ago, we released a report where we
had asked students about their homework assignments and how
much homework they actually did and also tlw amount of televi-
sion viewing which went on during the week.

We found that for those sutdents that had a lot pf homework and
still watched a lot of TV that they performed quite well, btit those
students that, just as you would.imagine, those students that do no
homework and watch a lot of television performed at the bottom of
the heap. We don't know if' school.turned them off, and that is why
they are watching the television, or if it is the other way around.

Mr. Elt DA 11 I., If I could interrupt here. I marvel at our children
who watch tlw TV and study at the same time. We used to listen to
the radio and study at the same time.

Dr.-FosnEs. I have a couple of teenagers that claim they can do it'
also.

I think the decline that we pick up in problem solving for the 9-
year-old is probably a direct result of the back to he basic empha-
sis at that earlier age. The declines that we are pi king up with the
13- and 17-year-olds go along with the declines tha we have picked
up in other learning areas, for example, writing, being able to
write an essay, or especially in the physical sciences where they
are not taking the same number of chemistry and physics courses
as they used to take.

So as Dr. Hill has pointed out, I think it is a combination of a lot
of effects, some of it is 17-year-olds essentially not taking the
classes, not being exposed to things, and it could be that we have
bottomed out in the declining period and we, have started back up,
and some of the 13-year and 17-year-olds are still caught up with,
some of the things we did wrong back in the sixties.

Mr. ERDMIL. Anyone else wish to comment?
Another onservation I have cefers to Dr. Ebersole's testimony.

On tlw third page, I underscored this because I think it is so batiic,
rhe best way to improve education is to improve the capabilities
of individual 'educators and trie schools in which they work."

Th6n another one of' the things tharstruck me, I think this was
in Dr. Esty's testimony, in general, it appears that what is being
taught is being learned.

.'

-_, I suppose that underscores the importance'of the teachers in the
whole system, and as educators I am sure you have till heard that
the best university in the world would be one where Socrates sat
on one end of the log and the students-sat. on the other. This is the
kind of fundamental concept and one flint we think we should
recall and remember. .

, Also, several of you mentioned the importance of the early train-
ingI IhinkDr. Apker mentioned the importance of stressing a
small class size through the K-3.

As some of you know, I succeeded Al Quie, who is now Governor
of Minnesota. One of the things he tried to get through the State
legislature, unsuccessfully this time, was a rather substantial re-
duction in class size in the early grades. I think that is important.

Just a couple of other questions. Have you,any assessment.com-
parisons going back before the early seventies? I think,we had the
one we talked about today.
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Dr. Forbes, I think you spoke most to this comparing 1978 to
1973. Do we have some other comparisons or related ones going
back Mto the sixties or fifties that you are aware of?

Dr, Foams. Unfortunately, nothing at the national level. There
have been some previous studies *here people have attempted to
pull together information from Ow various State testing programs,
but because they all used di&rent tests and have different CUITiell-
h1111, the way in which things-are put together, that is extremely
difficult to do.

The people that have written critic/4 books on education have
indicated that the decline going on dates back into the earlier
sixties. SAT decline scores would also agree with that.

M. EROAIII, That brings up another question, because we have
been having this series of hearings on the so-called truth in testing
bilis. From your perspective and from your position and back-
ground, what would the implementation of these bills do to the
ongoing assessment process as you see it?

Dr. FORBES. In trying to follow the 'legislation rather closely I
believe it would have very little effect on national assessment itself
in that we are not trying to measure the performance of individual
students but only the performances of groups of students. So, there-
fore, an individual.44dent may only take 10 percent of the total
assessment at an af,,,e level.

That distinction probably exempts national assessment from any
of the legislation which is currently being di§cussed.

We have made it a very long-term practice of releasing approxi-
mately 50 percent of' our items to the general public, so people can
see exactly what the items were and the way in which students
performed on'those items.
*or researchers, we have always been .a professional organiza-

tion, like the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, or in
one case the National Science Teachers Association, we let them
come in .and look at all of the items which were used in the,
assessnwnt. So- instead of maintaining security of our items the
same way in which the college board needs to maintain the secu-.

rity of their items, we just don't fall into the SaMe general ball
park right at the present time.

Mr. ERDAHL. Do anyof the other panelists wish td comment on
that idea,. as your experience pertains to the bills that are now
before this stthcommittee?

I am not sure if' it was Dr. Hill or who brought this up, but it
struck a responsive chord with me, if this truth in testing bilP
would in fact lead to more teaching for the test. Frankly, I have
some apprehension that as we release this test material, requiring
new tests and so forth to be published and ptit forward, or maybe
requiring that some system be used, other than testing, there is
that possibility of teacling for. the test. Do you see that diminish-
ing or increasing?

Dr. Htu.. I think it is a real danger. As far as truth in testing is,
concerned, that is one of those things I would have to say at thii
.point has falktn into other hands. I think there really are clearcut
pros and cons. I do think one of the mikjor hazards is precisely the
one you mentioned. I think we already have pretty good evidence
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within the schools that this is what is happening in many in-
stances.

Teaching for the tests, I have heard a State legislator say that is
exactly what we ought to be doing, but I think he meant .by that
that, if the tests are testing what we want to be teaching then, of
course, that is what we ought to be testing. It is a little circular.

On the other hand, if' it means just practicing those various types
of items that you khow are going to be covered then the whble
purpose of testing obviously is lost and I think there is a real
hazard in that that needs to be protected against in whatever
legi.slation we have.

Mr. ERDAIII.. Thank you.
Another thing that several of you brought up is this whole

business of' the back to basics concept and what it might have done
to the problem solving method of' teaching. I personally can't see
why those two things aren't compatible. Why can't we have the
back to basics concept and(have it. blended,in with problem solving?

Dr, APKER. One of the reasons that there has been an overreac-
tion to back to basics is because, No. I, it was mandated by a
number of' legislatures.

Mr. ERDAIIL. Is that in response to the- so-called new math?
Dr. APKER. No; it was a response to the feeling that we have

been putting a great deal of' money into edwation and we.are not
certain that we are getting our money's wgirth, and so what we are
going to do is demand more aceountability. One way we can do that
is impose some kind of standard, and that began to lead back to the
basics.

Also, the concern that there were increasing numbers of students
who do not read, write, and compute. The difficulty was that at the
same time there was a demand to go back to the basicsI am not
certain we ever left itbut-I think there is a whole host of other
reasons why the achievement scores fell.

But in the prbeess of' demanding certain kinds of standards be
met there was nothing taken away, and when you take a look at
the number of minutes in the schoolday and the number of things
that have to be taught, to teach a higher level of thinking, like
problem solving, requires much more time in terms of teachers'
time to teach, and it takes some sophisticated teaching to teach it.
And I think we all said in some ways that there aren't adequate
models available in terms of teaching problem solving as a, higher
level cognitive skill, and it takes longer to tea'ch.

So I am ngt saying that it.can't be done both at the same time,
but in order to accomplish that, there is going to have to be a great
deal more inservice teacher training for teachers to help them
'understand how to teach probjem solving.

Dr. ESTY. When you talk about the back to basics and, problem
solviing together, the question really is what basics are you talking
about, and untbrtunately, as I have said, it seems to me the current
view of basics in the minds of a rot of people. is that basics in
mathematics consist of computation. r

Consider the position that the Notional Couacil of Supervisors of
Mathematics did in their position paper, that I referred to and Dr.
Hill referred to. They are trying to define the basics there in a way
that is agreeable to their membership of the National Council of

1
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Supervisors of Mathematics, and you find that 1 of the 10 basic
skills, according to them, is in fact computation. But there are lots
of' others. The first basic skill that is hsted of the 10 in their kittle
paper is problem solving.

So, if in fad yeti define bask skills to include Problem solving,
then, yes, they can and they should coexist, it seems to me.

Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you very much.
During the several weeks we have had testimony on the truth in

testing bill, we .have heard about various- drawbacks that exist in
standardized tests. I think all of us would agree that they arethere
and certainly stadardized tests are used to provide an assessMent
of how that person might do in other educational opportunities or
in the job skill. There seems to be a valid reason for tests. We_ have
hdard about this morning, that assess the performance of our edu-
cational system. We shoUld not use our kids .as guinea pigs, but I
don't know how else we are going to assess the educational protess'
if' we don't use Some standardized tests.

Some people, I think, would have us do away with them. Any
'comments on that from this panel?

Dr, FoRincs. Just some information for clarification purposes.
The assessment, although we conducted the assessment in a

standardized way, it is not a normal reference type that is being
mentioned in the truth in testing legislation. And if those tests are
developed in order to be ableto rank students, say which student is-
better than the others, since we aren't interested in developing a
score for a student, but for groups of students, we aren't limited in
the same way in which a normal reference test is when we product
the outpUt to the asssessment.

We can ask a question like the one I have referred to where we
asked students to calculate the unit cost of electricity. In a normal
reference test the chances are that ,itein would never be included
because. it would not have ranketi very Many students at all. So, .

therefore, the assessment is able to do a broader brush, to be more
indepth, and more comprehensive than a normal reference %st.

I 'think that education needs both. They need the standardized
normal reference tests to rank order students to give school people
that information. They also need something 'like the assessment
that we conducted at the,national level and a number of States
repliCated what we do at the State level, and together all of these
data coming together which gives a true picture.

I agree with you, without both types we would be in kind of bad
shape, we would not know what is going on,

Mr. ERDAHL. I ap'preciate that clarification and explanation.
Jack, do you have some questions?
Mr. Jennings is an assistant to Chairman Perkins. Maybe he has

some questions for the panel.
Mr. JENNINGS. Thank you.
I would like to ask several questions. It seems that the gist of the

findings on mathematics of the national assesement is that there iS
heavy concentration. in the schools on purely computational skills
and there seems to be a lack of concentration on problem solving
ability. Is that how you would summarize your finding* Dr.
'Forbes?
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Dr. FoRtiEfi. Certainly the assvsnwnt Contains a number of ,items,
from all of those areas, and the ilia that, studentS tend to be able
to do a lot bmter On computational skills. we would assume that
that is where the-emphasis is being placed. And then alking about
math edUcators who helped us with the data and present some
interpretive remarks in our report, that was exactly whaCthey
were saying, that the emphasis IS currently being placed on the
more basic skills at, the txpense of some of the higher.order skills.

They also pointe0 out that the textbooks tend to be downplaying
probIem solving also, and so if you have teachemthat tire not very
well traiped to teach mathematics, which. is the case for some
elementary teachers, and they have to fbllow the textbook, hnd the
textbook is doWnplaying problem solving skills, I make theasfiump-
tion -that is exactly what is gait 'On;,that they stick with more of
the rote inemory, drill work, at exPense of doing sonie problem
solving.

That is why we have the rathe drastic decline. The thing that
disturbs me the most about the whole result is the drastic decline
of 9 year olds M problem'solving. .

Dr. Hill would probably be able to respohd inmore depth than I
would.

Mr. JENNINGS. Would you care to add to that'?
I think that the major 'message of the .esults is this

distinction between the concentration on computation and,problem
solving. But I would like to-repeat something that. I said earlier,
because I think it is very important.

think it is not just a mateer.of giving attention and time to one
area rather than the other that iscrucial, because, instructional
time is ritical. We know that as time on task, as we often call it.

I think it is also a Matter of the fact that if you are really
preparing students primarily to pass a test, do well on a test at the
end of that year, you are preparing for short term retention, and
the best methods to influence test results on lower order skills are
well knOwn. They consist-of a lot of drill and practice routines and
mechanistic kinds of learning.

expense in the time but also that t t very process leads me into
I would like to Maintain It is nbiliust a matter of being at the

what I was calling a mindset that makes students unable to cope
with nonroutine unfamiliar kinds of problems.

We have students who come in and think you, cannot do a
mathematical problem unless you memorized a formula to do that
problem.cljt completely misses the point of %Wilt mathematical
problem solving ,is about. So I think that method of teaching which
is encouraged by our pressure for test scores is in fact antithetical
to developing problem solving ability.

Mr. JENNINGS. Then the implication of both your testimony, Dr.
Hill, and. Dr. Forbes 'testimony, seems.to be a criticism of the back

basicks Movement with the narrow.concentration 'on computation-
al skills'?

Dr. HILt... In the narrow sense.
Mr. JENNINGS. In light of that, I would like to ask Dr. Apker, a

(westion. I have read yotir recommendations and your recommen-
dations, really don't talk.about any informational program or any'
educational program being undertaken by the Association of State
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Boards. of Edu ion, to broaden an understanding on. the part of-
State legislators that possibly' basic skills are too narrowly focused
on computationt I skills and possibly they Should be broadened to
include problem solving skills as well.

Does your. orgtmization have any plans to broaden that type of
view?

ERDAHL. I think we can refey properly to you al.; Dr. Apker,
is that correct?

Dr.- AMER. That is correct.
Yes, we published about June of this year a publication called

"Mininium Competency Testing, The State of The Art," in which
we counseled state board members to- proceed with ,caution. We
tried to helirthein understand the difficulty of designing terks that
would adequately measure minimum competency without (a) vio-
lating due process, and (6), without running the risk of _measuring
that had not, in fact, been taught.

,

You might be interested in knowing that at our convention just
completed 11/2 weeks ago, our association backed entirely away from

stand on minimulm competency' teiting and said ra r that
indeed if States did establish standards that they sho make
certain that their most proper remediation.applied at ear y grade
levels, so that the remediatiOn could be eliminated.

I spoke in-my testirnony about the fact that often policymakers
could not utilize research in .practice when thw pike policy deci-
sions .because the research is not available-in ways that have
meaning to them. 'That is very. rmich the case With State board
meMbers and it is very much the case with legislators.

One of the things that We proposed ta do, and Roy and I have
talked about this,- is, and there is an information release from
NAPP, and we have also talked to Mike Timpane at NIEevery-

,time there is an information release in terms of research that is
significant somehoW retranslates that information, that' retfearch
into a Policy .package that hag 'meaning for State board 'members
anfl, for legislatOrs. We are doing that in areas where we have
ongoing projects and we are doing that in areas where:there are
emerging mtkior issues.

We.ape prepared to share with State board members and indeed-
we did this in Williamsburg; about some -of the results of NAEP
testing, partieularly mathematics, in the last that have just comeN
out. .

Mr. JENNINGS. Thai* you. - . -

Dr. Forbes, coulii, I ask you .t,wo more 'or less technical questions
about your findings. . ' ''' ,

First of all, Dr. Hill criticizid your findings on the grounds of a +
la k of equating that there were not a sufficient-nu r:of compa-

le questions between the tests of 1973 ,and.the e of 1978'so .
you couldn't have proper equating of the resul Ftp would you
respond to, that concern? . ,

Dr. FORBES. The number of items that we develo r the 1972-
1973 assessnient was significantly timaller than the nutnber or
items -we had in the 1977-78 assessment -because we released part
or the items and that leaves a certain number- of itenys to use in
the reassessment. Those are the items that we actually measure
change ,on. We keep those items secure for that period of time.



-,The-assessment attempts to share those items, iteM by item, the
restilts for each item with organizations like the National Council
of Tegliwrs of Mathematics, so that they can come in and look to
see if 'obey filet like theltems were sufficient or not.

It iy understanding that their organization has taken a posi-
tivi 14,4 woul(i be a lot better to have had a lot more items in
the c 1- than what we had, but I don't believe they have saki
that ..t,e us and the number of items is so highly questionable

%.

that they. : -e disagreeing that a decline or they would suggest that
maybe a 4eline did not occur. I haven't heard Dr. Hill or anyone
om thf awifiSizatimi suggest that.

:-So,1 acetpt their criticism that we have been in a lot better
...

= ' !.., Ape Ale to have a lot more items when we yeassess math-
.4...k natics 1,11. --0,ext time around. We will have a larger number of

i' !ins and tolkike hopefully we will remove that criticism. A con-
, uctivit crititlAto that we readily accept.

tMr. JK,NNtNnpr. Hill.
)r:i1I10.. Ori.,., that I agree, we certainly are apt saying wet4

) i the de ne that.was indicated there. I think it is fairly
ut We are very glati to hear there will be more items in the

11 inge.
4.. . NJNGS: Or. korbes, if I could also ask yob another clues-

d .some Of your questions on _your tests and one of the
s,wonditing was, possibly orke fibl the problems with the

* resU d be taVhe children did hot have -eading skills, in
'ordikr nOerstauVUestions, and is there any way that you can., .

disting D'etweih tt decline in math skills and a decline in read-
in g. skit le withib Your:math examination, because the questions

, asked, t Problem so Ali; questjons, really are more complex in
the- EnO anguage. ',.;you comment on that?

- Dr. f.oell Yesr. Up' to,this time we have been able to admin-
ister thie:Ii menVwith wile we refer to as a pace tape, which
essential iding'thotikailiAhat is in assessment with all of the
foils assoc with adqbeni. So there is a tape recording that is
going 'in', 'm durin4the administration, so there is an an-
nouncer ty 40s the iteip, so the student that has limited read-
ing abiligot, old'be We toli*en to what is being said at the same

'time they vottie.' reading'it:4 .

. Mr. JkINinsil 4You gip auk itenl by item, then you allow a time
for an anSwef? ' %. ,,,.. -,,

Dr. FORBES. Item by iteinSoi/ie time is jeft for them' to be able to
respond to that. s'o *.

For students that do not need that crotch, they tend to move
along spt!edily. There hiriii been some research that would suggest
that htiving two modes like that, where the student could.read for
themselves or, listen to the item being read to thein, that -that
doesn't interfere. It is like television and radio, they tend to block
out the one which they consider to be the one that would be
redundant.

We have been (lb* some research to try to determine if that is'
helpful and we are making at the present time, we are looking at
the posaibility maybe of even Oopping that. particular aspect of the
assesement where we would tio longer be reading the item to the
student.. . s .
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When you are solving problems, especially the more difficult
problems, and it starts becoming a comprehension problem, I don't.
know how one separates the mathematical problem comprehension
parts out from the reading comprehension part.

Mr. JENNINGS. Mr. Perkins wanted iiw to mention something in
particular te you, Dr. Forbes, abbut your results between 1973 and
1978. As I understand your testimony, and understand Dr. Apker's
testimony," you were saying that it seemi that Federal efforts such
as title I wore having an effect tin the schools because you could'
see a significant increase in the scores for disadvantaged students.
Is that understanding of your testimony correct?

Dr: Foams. I was trying to be extrbmely careful in the way I
said it to keep my fellow researchers off my back. But since we are
not eyaluating title I, the combined effects of all of the things
which are going on in the compensatory education must be having
a poSitive effect because we are seeing some closures in those gaps.

So it, is-not only the Federal title le progom but the State
compenthitory programs, and all of these things together, so the
best we can do is monitor changes, what is happening to that group
of students that those programs are trying to serve. That is kind of
the official response.

My only intuitive reaction, yes, title I is paying off.
Dr. APKER. I share .Dr. Esty's concern-the gap is not closing'as

rapidly as we would like it to. I certainly do believe the infusion of
title .1 compensatory etiucation programs at both the state and
Federal level is of help.

Mr. JENNINGS. We so rarely have good news .it is nice to draw
out some good,news when you can.

I( I could just ask a couple more things.
Dr. Hill, you said in your testimony that your organization had a

grant from the NSF' to disseminate the results of this test, and also
to come up with some recommendationa for a curriculum for the
eighties for mathematics.
. Do you think that it is important that .while you do ,this, while
you ao talk among yourselves, in order to make recommendations
for tbe eighties that you are also talking about other groups repre-,
senting teachers in general, administrators in general, because if
you make your recommendatioils, teachers of,thathematics aren't
necessarily the ones who are going to make decisions on curricu-
lum, so do yqu have any plans to reach oilt to the other groups
while you are doing this type of study?

Dr. HILL. I can't tell you how glad 1 ant you asked that question.
do want to say the NASF grant is just for the eurpose of interpre-

tiye reports of these data. The other effort is out of our own
resources, except that we have been funded in addition to looking
at all of the other data and using all our own resources and
peraonnel that we can in this, we have also been funded to do a
survey called '! Priorities in School Mathematics."'

That is a survey that asks people in various sectors of society,
not only professionals in education--rthat includes administratorg
and school board members and so forthbut also we have a sample
froth the lay.public.

We are very serious about looking at what people befieve_should
be happening in mathematics education. We are taking That and
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all the other data we possibly can get our hands on, taking that
and saying, now, given this, and responsibly and honestly looking
at-it, what do we as the professionals in mathematics education
believe ought to be happening during the next decade.

I feel very excited about this prospect because what I think it
-does is build on a data base but also does responsibly what any
professional organization ought to do, ask people what they think
and that is exactly what we have done.

Mr. JENNIN(;S. Dr. Hill, if I Gould ask you anotner question
regarding testing in general. During the subcommittee's hearings
on the Weiss bil , the truth in ting bill, testimony revealed that
ETS is scoring women and 'fferently in Verbal skills and in
computation skills on the gr record examination and lx)ssi-
bly on the SAT examination.
,So that in effect what they are saying is that women do better

with verbal skills than men, and it would be unfair to compare or
to put women and men's scores together because men would gener-
ally be lower than women, but the opposite 'occurred in computa-
tion skills, and, therefore, men would do better than women and
women would be disadvantaged. So ETS has made a decision that
they would report these scores separately. So in effect, men's scores

Nierbal skills would only be compared with men's and women'S
only with women.

Do you believe that is discriminatory against women because
women are being separated from men in something that. should
show common knowledge and ability?

Dr.1111.1.. I think it is not dieectly discriminatory because I do
think it reflects a siate of affairs that is in itself discriminatory,
and that is the deeper issue of association attitude About females
with respect. to mathematical .ability. Research has shown that 'in
achievement when yOu get up to junior high and high school age it
does tend to separate and that males do better in achievement at
the high school level.

jt does not show this at the lower levels and so I think we would
say that something is happening there that is discouraging girls
and young women with respect to their both interest in and Abili-
ties to go on in mathematics courses, and that is the key to it All.

I think this situation is improving. I believe even the NAEP data
indicated that course enrollments, the data they had, are changing,-
as a matter of fact, to where women are now being represented to a
greater extent in mathematics courses, but there has 'been a real
differential in mathematic course taking, male, and female, and
that is the kind of result I think they are reacting to. I think the
root causes of that situation have to be changed arvi that is where
the'discrimination lies.

Mr. JENNINGS. It is only a personal opinion, if you don't combine
'men's and women's scores, all you are doing is perpetuating, the
separation.

Dr. iln.t.. Yes, sir.
Mr. JENNINGS. If I coyld ask a question that Mr. Corrada sent

over in a letter to Nr. Verkins. 1r. Corradd is concerned that the
number of Hispanics who were tested in the national assessment
was such a small number that you couldn't_ really di-aw a proper
conclusion about the achievement of' Hispanics from the &ail, and
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Mr. Corrada wanted to know for the record, Dr. Forb64, if you
could tell us why you have not broadened your sample of Hispanic
students in order to be able to reach proper conclusions on their
achievement and whether you have any plans in the future to
.broaden ttykt sample?

IThe above referred to letter follows]
comaacti8 or TIM UNITICO

MUSK or RICI'IMIMNTATIVIM,
Washington. DC., October VZ?; 1.979.

MM. CAM. I). PICHNINS,
rhatrm9n. Subcommittee on Mementurv. Sec(nidary and Vocational Education, Com-

mittee on. Education and Labor. Home of Representatives. Washington, DC
DICAH CAM.: I am glad that our subcommittee is kxiking into the declining achievit-

ment in the area of mathematics. In the recent study entitled "Changes in Math-
ematictal Achievement, 1973-78, Result from the Second Assessment of Mathemat-
ks", which was published in August of this year, and carried out under an NIE
contract. there is a section dealing with results by race (Chapter 2, pp. 21-22).

On pile 22, a section reads: 'Me Hispanic Group was relatively small, thus
changes in their performance in either direction on the different cognitive process
levels are generally not statistically.significant." When one considers that Hispanics
constitute a significant segment of our national population, and in the coming
decade may very well become the largest minority group, this admission is a
simplistic way of writing off the duty to adequately measure the achievement levels
of Hispanics I wouild apprecklite receiving Dr. Forbes' and Dr. E*ty's views on why
50 little was done to ascertain what I believe is a critical deficiency in the education-.
al achievement of Hispanics, and what can he done to improve their track record in
this respect in the future.

Thanking you for your assistance in this endeavor, 1 remain.
Cordially,

Mkt:TAMAN COIMADA.

Dr. KORBICS.- Some of the summary data at the national level
where we do report Hispanic data, the standard errors, associated
with the samplp are small enough, I believe the data are reliable.

The Congressman is correct; the number of Hispanics in the total
sample is quite small; A reflects the tQtal number of Hispanics in
the total population. W/Vgo after the national sample, and there-
fore, that is why we end up with a very small number of Hispanics

in the country. We would have to offer sample areas where the
Hispanics tend to be, in the Southwestern part of the United
States, and Northern pArt of the United States, and some of the
metropolitan areas and central part of the country.

There have been discussions when we refunded with NCS and
now with NIE exploring some way maybe of improving the sample
for Hispanics but right at the present time, there is nothing on the
drawing board to increase the samples.

Mr. JENNINGS. Thank you.
Thank you all for your testimony.
I would like to thank Qu r aCting Republican chairman for his

courtesy in permittingtme to ask so many questions.
Mr. EEDAHL. Thank you very much, Mr. 'Jennings.
I also want to thank the members of the panel for their very

excellent testimony and for their responses and observations and
all these things become part of the official coMmittee record and
they are available for ng colleagues and their staffs.

Thank you verymuch for being with us today.
[Whereupon, at 11 a.m., the subcommittee was adjourned, subject

to the call-of the Chair.)


